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EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

River City: Eugene Skinner’s first plat for Eugene, 1852.
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Where the River Meets the City
As a community, we trace our origins to the river. When Eugene Skinner made his
first plat for this city, it was located along the Willamette River’s southern bank,
adjacent to his ferry crossing. Not long after, when severe floods forced Skinner to
higher ground, he drew a second map of Eugene with the Downtown Park Blocks
as its centerpiece. With this second plat, the city took its first step away from the
water’s edge, leaving Eugene’s riverfront to be populated by industry for the next
150 years.
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan begins the process of reconnecting the city and
the river. The riverfront property is the only area of Downtown Eugene to touch
the Willamette’s banks, and this exciting opportunity to vision a new, vibrant future
for the downtown riverfront was made possible by the relocation of the EWEB’s
operations to West Eugene in 2010. This shared vision for the property’s reuse
builds upon years of aspirations to renew our city center, to model a sustainable
future, and to, once again, unite our city with the river.
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A view of EWEB Operations Yard just after
completion of its bow-trussed headquarters, circa
1950. The mountain of wood chips in the foreground
was used to fuel the Steam Plant.
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Introduction
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan captures the

as well as descriptions of design intent that can

community’s vision for the redevelopment of the

be used as a basis for adjustment criteria and

downtown riverfront. This master plan envisions

future decisions.

a unique place within the city where people can
experience a beautiful stretch of the Willamette

Formally, it is expected that the EWEB

River while enjoying the vibrancy of an active,

Riverfront Master Plan will be adopted as a

thriving, sustainable neighborhood in Downtown

refinement to the 2004 Downtown Plan, and that

Eugene.

new development standards or a new special
area zone will be written for the Eugene Code

This master plan is a framework that builds

based on the master plan’s recommendations

certainty about the vision for the EWEB

and requirements. This is not the only course of

property, while being flexible enough to allow

approval or adoption that the master plan might

this vision to be realized in different ways. It

take, but it was the course presumed when this

outlines the principles, context, objectives,

master planning process was completed.

recommendations and requirements for the
redevelopment of the EWEB riverfront property,

Site Description

as well as the public process completed to

The Eugene Water & Electric Board’s riverfront

arrive at this vision. The master plan gives form

property includes 27.8 acres of land with

and specificity to goals and principles outlined

river frontage that reaches from the DeFazio

by the 2004 Downtown Plan, which is itself a

Footbridge to the western edge of the UO

policy document. The riverfront master plan

Riverfront Research Park property, near the

also includes design guidelines that can be

Hilyard Street connection to the Riverbank

translated into clear and objective standards,

Trail. The EWEB property’s existing zoning is
A 2008 aerial photo of the EWEB riverfront and
surrounding area shows the property’s isolation
from the surrounding context and largely impervious
existing conditions. Security gates and chain-link
fences cordon off the existing Operations Yard from
public access. The majority of the EWEB riverfront
property will be vacated with the utility’s operations
move to West Eugene in late 2010.
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for public, residential and industrial uses, with

Site Context

water resource (WR), site review (SR) and

The EWEB riverfront property forms the

transit-oriented district (TD) overlays.
Existing structures on the riverfront property
include the 100,000sf EWEB Headquarters
Buildings, 49,000sf Operations Warehouse,
17,800sf Vehicle Repair Shop, 21,000sf
Communications and Equipment Repair
Building, 18,600sf Midgley’s Building, and
28,000sf Steam Plant. The southeastern end
of the property holds the Willamette Substation
and the former manufactured gas plant (MGP)
site, both of which will remain in EWEB
ownership. A DEQ assessment of the MGP
site’s environmental impacts was completed in
2009; this property was polluted prior to EWEB
ownership and is capped with impervious
materials. EWEB proposes to keep the property
capped and in the utility’s ownership until
remediation efforts are completed. Because
of the scope of the remediation, the capped
site will remain in EWEB ownership for the

northeastern edge of Downtown Eugene,
which is bounded by Skinner Butte, Lincoln
Street, 11th and 13th Avenues, Ferry Street,
and the Willamette River. The EWEB property
is adjacent to the 5th Street Market District,
historic Skinner Butte neighborhood, Federal
Courthouse District, and UO Riverfront
Research Park, and looks to Alton Baker Park
across the Willamette River.
The existing property is isolated from the rest
of the city by the railroad corridor and elevated
Ferry Street Viaduct. Establishing new and
clearly identifiable street and pedestrian
connections to the riverfront are of great
importance if the community is to benefit from
this civic and natural-resource amenity.

Project Background
In 2007, to prepare for the relocation of EWEB’s

foreseeable future.

operations to the Roosevelt Operations Center

The majority of the property available for

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

immediate redevelopment is the approximately
12-acre Operations Yard, which has most
recently been used to store power poles,
transformers and utility service vehicles. This
area of the riverfront property is inaccessible
to the public in its present, secured state and is
almost entirely impervious.

in West Eugene, EWEB and the City of Eugene
that directed the development of a master
plan for the EWEB site. EWEB will move its
operations facilities to the Roosevelt Operations
Center in late 2010, at which point the majority
of EWEB’s riverfront property will be vacated.
To guide the development of this master plan,
EWEB’s Board and the Eugene City Council

Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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jointly appointed a nine-member Community

a consultant team to create a master plan for

Advisory Team (CAT) in 2007. This group

redevelopment of EWEB’s riverfront property.

brought a diversity of community interests,

As agreed previously in the joint MOU, five

professional backgrounds and areas of expertise

members were selected by the EWEB Board,

to the project. The CAT selected and provided

and four by City Council.

direction to the design team led by Rowell
Brokaw Architects (RBA), based in Downtown

Forty-five applications were received, of which

Eugene. From June 2009 to May 2010, the

the EWEB Board interviewed 16 finalists. The

design team discussed the master plan with

Commissioners met on April 15, 2008 to select

hundreds of community members in individual

five community members to the Riverfront

and group interviews, and held a series of large

Master Plan Community Advisory Team (CAT).

public events to gather input about the design

The unanimous decision was to appoint Dave

process and redevelopment alternatives. The

Hauser, Thomas Hoyt, Desiree Moore, J. Dean

Rowell Brokaw Architects team also completed

Papé and Gary Wildish. As stated by the Board

extensive public outreach through presentations

President, “These applicants not only bring

to community groups and the maintenance

a depth of experience in navigating complex

of a pro bono project website, which allowed

community issues, they were able to articulate

community members to keep tabs on the project

a vision that celebrates the river and promotes

even if they were unable to attend meetings.

accessibility and multi-use of the property
as part of a vibrant, livable downtown.” The

CAT Selection

City Council then selected Mark Johnson, Pat

EWEB and City Staff worked together to develop

Johnston, Mary Unruh and Anita van Asperdt to

the criteria for selection and solicit applicants

complete the nine-member team.

for the nine Community Advisory Team

12

members. In March of 2008, EWEB released

The Community Advisory Team (CAT) held

an application packet to solicit participants to

its first meeting in July 2008. Its first order of

serve on the master plan project advisory team.

business was to establish operational ground

The Community Advisory Team (CAT) would

rules and decision-making process, and to

be appointed by the EWEB Commissioners

gather basic information on the EWEB site

and Eugene City Council and represent various

and master planning process. A site tour was

communities of interest and a diversity of public

arranged, and a primer on public meetings

opinion. The charge of the CAT was to work with

law was provided. CAT meetings were listed

Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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in weekly public meeting notices, and open

landscape architecture, sustainable design,

to the public. Public comment periods were

urban design, river restoration, redevelopment

included at the beginning of each meeting to

practices, transportation, and riverfront design.

enable the participation of interested members

At the local level, Rowell Brokaw Architects

of the community. In September 2008, the CAT

led the design process and worked with T’NT

elected its officers, and selected Dave Hauser

Consultants (now Cogito) to coordinate an

and Pat Johnston as co-chairs. In October, the

extensive public involvement process that could

CAT agreed to a consensus model of decision-

guide the development of the master plan. This

making, and established a back-up decision-

active integration of public input with design

making process in the event of an impasse.

was a defining characteristic of the EWEB

The CAT then began development of an RFP/

master plan and proved to be invaluable to the

RFQ process to solicit architectural teams

development of the design.

to serve as consultants to the project. CAT
members were active in creating a compelling
project description, and in setting both the

Master Plan Approval
Rowell Brokaw Architects began work on the

minimum qualifications and selection criteria

riverfront master plan on May 29, 2009 and

that would be used in the evaluation process.

directly engaged more than 1,000 members

The RFP/RFQ was released at the end of

of the community during the 12-month design

October 2008. Responses from 15 teams

process. The master plan’s response to the

from across the country were received by the

MOU requirements received final consensus

November 26, 2008 deadline.

approval from the Community Advisory Team
on April 28, 2010. The master plan document

Design Consultant Selection

was then unanimously approved by the EWEB

Following the review of the RFP/RFQ

Board of Commissioners on June 1, 2010.

responses, the CAT interviewed five finalists.
Following these interviews, Rowell Brokaw
Architects was unanimously selected as the
design consultant for the master plan.
The integrated design team led by Rowell
Brokaw Architects included nationally and
internationally recognized expertise in

Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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EWEB History on the Riverfront
EWEB’s history, and its history on the riverfront

immediately downstream of the original

property, both trace to an event in 1906. Water

purchase. This allowed for the construction of

and electric service were originally provided

the Steam Plant in 1931. Another parcel was

to the citizens of Eugene by privately owned

added to the downstream side of the Steam

companies. But in the early 1900s, community

Plant in 1934 and the McClain Filter Plan was

members began to raise concerns that these

soon-after constructed. Additional property

services were becoming too costly. When a

became available and was purchased in 1949,

typhoid outbreak occurred in 1906—and the

1950, and 1951, to the east of the Ferry Street

disease was traced back to the public water

Viaduct.

supply—actions were initiated to revise the City
Charter and state legislation to allow for public

The parcel to the east of the Willamette

ownership of water, electric and sewer services.

substation was added in 1976. The properties
to the west of the viaduct were purchased in the

On November 18, 1908 the City Council

1980s. The parcels to the north of 4th Avenue

purchased the Willamette Valley Water

and west of Mill Street were purchased in

Company’s domestic water system for

1988. These were the final parcels purchased,

$140,000. The system included much of

completing what is now referred to as the

Skinner Butte and a portion of the current

EWEB Riverfront Site.

EWEB Headquarters site.
With the 1949 purchase of property east of
On March 11, 1911 the Eugene Water Board

the viaduct, EWEB constructed the barrel-

was formed. Although providing a safe and

roof structure that housed the utility’s first

adequate water supply was the Board’s focus,

independent headquarters. Prior to this,

electrical service was an integral part of the

EWEB operated out of the old City Hall. This

municipal utility from the very beginning. The

new bow-trussed building also contained the

utility’s name was later changed to Eugene

utility’s warehouse and operation functions,

Water & Electric Board (EWEB) to reflect this.

hence its Ops Warehouse moniker. The Fleet
Repair Building immediately to the east was

The riverfront property acquired in 1908 was

constructed at the same time. EWEB’s current

located at the east end of the site, where the

administrative Headquarters, which flank the

Willamette substation is today. In 1924, and

EWEB fountain, and the Equipment Repair

again in 1930, additional property was acquired

Shop were all completed in 1988.

A 1961 photograph of the EWEB property shows
the edge of the water filtration plant and hog fuel pile
that occupied much of the current Operations Yard.
At the time of this photo, the Operations Warehouse
was EWEB’s headquarters building. The Agripac site
is visible on the property south of the railroad tracks,
which now holds the Federal Courthouse. In 1961,
EWEB did not yet own the properties west of the
Ferry Street Viaduct.
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Construction of the Steam Plant (left) began on
the riverfront site just before 1930. Photos taken from
the edge of the Steam Plant site show the existing
mills and a nearly tree-less Skinner Butte beyond.
The plant’s generator was built first, followed by
steel supports, and a concrete structural frame. The
original Steam Plant structure was completed in 1931
(above) and included huge sliding doors to allow for
equipment access. The McClain Filter Plant (right),
built just downstream from the Steam Plant, was
completed in 1934.
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Urban Framework
Eugene city blocks are larger than the blocks of

Similarly, the EWEB master plan identifies

the average American city, and twice the size of

a framework of new streets and paths, open

Portland’s 200’ x 200’ block structure. Based on

space and city blocks for the riverfront property.

a regular 400’ by 400’ grid, Eugene’s standard

A map from 1892 shows that when the riverfront

city block includes 320’ of frontage bisected

property was not located at the Willamette’s

by two 14’ midblock alleys that run north-south

edge it was used for agricultural and industrial

and east-west, and 33’ of public right-of-way

uses, and split into irregular parcels by the

that extends beyond the property line at each

Millrace channel. Following several severe

corner (33’ + 160’ + 14’ + 160’ + 33’ = 400’). The

floods in the late 1800s, the Willamette River

resulting urban framework is a grid of uniform

jumped the banks of its northern course and

square blocks that are, in turn, divided equally

settled into its current channel, which redefined

into four smaller squares by service alleys.

this property as riverfront. At that time, the mill
district and adjacent canning plant formed the

On a typical block, each of the four 160’ x 160’

edge of the city, and the railroad corridor and

quarter-blocks is broken into two 80’ x 160’

Millrace created a series of non-orthogonal

east-west parcels with their narrow dimension

parcels not dissimilar to what exists on the

facing onto the north-south streets. Each

EWEB site today.

Eugene block traditionally held eight such
parcels separated by mid-block alleys.

The geometry of the EWEB property is irregular,
constrained by its location at the interface

The urban framework of Eugene identifies

between Eugene’s urban grid, the curving bank

public rights-of-way, open space, and city

of the Willamette River, and the diagonal axes

blocks. This framework, which includes

of the railroad corridor and Ferry Street Viaduct.

the Downtown Park Blocks as a historic

However, Eugene’s simple grid structure can

centerpiece, has endured since Eugene

be extended to include the parcels to the west

Skinner’s second platting of the city. Within

of the viaduct, and the riverside properties can

this structure, the life of the city has been

accommodate a permeable block structure and

accommodated. Over time, specific buildings

view corridors that are in keeping with the city’s

and uses have changed, and adjustments have

overall character.

occurred, but the underlying framework has
remained intact.

A riverfront property that wasn’t on the river:
A map from 1892 (left, top) shows that the EWEB
property was nearly landlocked in the late 19th
century. At that time, the Willamette’s main channel
was closer to the present-day Canoe Canal in Alton
Baker Park. The industrial Millrace is shown flowing
through the working mills (represented by small black
squares) that stood near the intersection of Mill Street
and 6th Avenue.

Eugene’s 400-foot-square city block has provided
a flexible framework for Eugene’s growth (left, below).
How to extend or connect to this existing fabric was
an early design challenge, given that the riverfront
property acts as an interface between Eugene’s
regular urban grid, the railroad corridor, Ferry Street
Viaduct, and the sculpting forces of the Willamette
River.
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Key Context: Downtown Eugene
Downtown Eugene is a regional commercial

identified the EWEB property as the place

center, with significant employment in private

where the city should meet the river. Perhaps

business and local government, and is a

the clearest policy statement regarding the role

regional center for the visual and performing

of the riverfront is in the Greater Downtown

arts. Housing in the Downtown Area is

Visioning Project (2000), which aspired to be

relatively scarce compared to the immediately

“a critical step in the transition of Downtown

surrounding neighborhoods and areas toward

Eugene into a vibrant city on the river.” One

the University. Retail uses are scattered

of its principal goals was to “unite the civic

throughout the Downtown, but many of the

center of Eugene and the natural environment

storefronts are under-utilized due to retail

of the Willamette River.” The visioning project

migration out of downtown to auto-dominated

further described the riverfront as an active,

locations. There are still strong pockets of

urban waterfront with restaurants and housing

street-level retail on Broadway and Willamette

that would bring people to the riverfront.

Streets, and the 5th Street Market and nearby

Diagrams summarizing the vision explicitly

5th Avenue shops continue to be one of the

show extensions of 5th and 8th Avenues to

primary boutique retail centers in the city.

the riverfront property, linked by an arcing
promenade through the site.

The EWEB riverfront site is unique in its
relationship to Eugene’s Downtown, being

Later, in the 2004 Downtown Plan, this vision

the only potential connection between a

was expressed in more general aspirations

natural river and an urban city. The site is

and captured in the four Riverfront Principles

within the boundaries of Eugene’s Downtown

that guided the development of the EWEB

Area according to the 2004 Downtown Plan.

Riverfront Master Plan. Following the 2004

However, many people interviewed early in the

Plan, the former Agripac site was transformed

master planning process did not consider the

by the construction of the new Federal

site in its current state to be part of Downtown—

Courthouse. But beyond bringing significant

in part because it is largely inaccessible to the

street and infrastructure improvements that

public. Other community members saw the

favor 8th Avenue as the path to the river, the

site as complementary to Downtown, offering

Courthouse District Plan left the possibilities

a natural experience and/or redevelopment

open for the riverfront site. Other than the

potential not available anywhere else in the city

Federal Courthouse’s construction, this area

center. The need to maintain focus and create

has yet to see redevelopment akin to the higher

areas of urban intensity were also raised.

density mixed-use considered more in keeping
with Downtown.

For more than 20 years, planning documents
and community efforts have consistently

20
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A concept diagram from the 2000 Downtown
Visioning Project, which led to the 2004 Downtown
Plan, illustrates some identified strategies for
improving civic connections and creating amenities
along the riverfront (right). The need to repair the
connection between Downtown and the river has
been an identified goal for many years.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan
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Key Context: Parks + Open Space
The EWEB riverfront property is part of one
of the most extensive urban open space
systems in the region: a string of public parks
and continuous riverfront trails that run for
more than 17 miles along the Willamette River.
Currently, the EWEB plaza offers a unique
amenity along the river, but the remainder of the
site consists of a narrow path between a fence
and a steep riverbank.
During this planning process, Parks & Open
Space staff indicated that they defer to the
community on priorities for Downtown parks,
and that there is no specific plan for additional
parks in Downtown. Their focus of interest on the
EWEB riverfront site was in the enhancement
of the bike path and the riparian vegetation
between the path and the river. The acquisition
of significant riverfront open space (3-5 acres)
did receive Priority Level 1 in the City’s Project
and Priority (PROs) plan, completed in 2006,
which identifies parks and open space priorities
on a scale of 1 to 5. Priority 1 projects are the
top priority and are targeted for completion within
five years of the plan.
Many participants in the master planning
process expressed interest in a daylighted
Millrace, and the possibility of water-oriented
recreation on the site. The PROs plan includes
developing a linear Millrace park (priority 5,
indicating that this could realize a long-range
community vision, but is not anticipated to be
completed within 20 years). The renovation
of the Alton Baker Canoe Canal for kayaking,
recreation, and as a natural resource was also
identified with Priority Level 1 & 2. The Canoe
Canal renovation, which could provide side
channel habitat and recreational opportunities,
is a much higher PROs priority than the Millrace
restoration.

Eugene’s riverfront park system includes large
open lawn spaces, including Skinner Butte
Park, Maury Jacobs Park and Alton Baker
Park, which offers a large gathering area in
an open lawn setting directly across from the
EWEB site. West Alton Baker Park is home to
some of the city’s larger festivals such as “Art
in the Vineyard” and the Cuthbert Amphitheater
is a primary outdoor concert venue. Autzen
Stadium, PK Baseball Park, and the Casanova
Center are a major center for University sports
activities immediately to the east. Further
east, the Whilamut Natural Area is an active
restoration site that offers wildlife habitat and
passive recreation. Extensive running paths and
riverbank trails loop through this entire system.
According to City staff, there is now a movement
to replace some areas of riverfront lawn with
native vegetation. Along the EWEB site,
enhancement that allows for management
of invasive vegetation and the reintroduction
of native plants is favored over a large lawn
space. The nearby DeFazio Footbridge offers
a pedestrian connection to the large open lawn
in Alton Baker Park. An additional pedestrian
bridge on axis with 8th Avenue would make
Eugene’s “Central Park” even more accessible
to Downtown.
In 2010, the Willamette Open Space Visioning
Project, which builds on the Rivers to Ridges
plan, identified the EWEB site as an urban
interface that “incorporates the river as an
important amenity, preserves the scenic quality
enjoyed by recreational users and residents,
provides river access to people of all ages and
levels of mobility, and seeks opportunities to
model river stewardship and educate people
about riparian ecosystems.” The Visioning plan
also identifies 2-5 acres of open space along
the downtown riverfront as an acquisition target.

22
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Cheshire Prairie sits just downriver from the EWEB
property, on the north side of Skinner Butte. This
installation of native prairie is a demonstration project
by Eugene Parks & Open Space, and shows one
example of the City’s transition toward native green
space along its riverfront parks.
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Key Context: Willamette River
The EWEB property includes 1,460 lineal feet

management, in concert with the constrained

of frontage along the Willamette River, the 13th

nature of this particular reach, have limited the

largest river by volume in the United States. This

Willamette’s ability to meander and create side

utterly unique interface between city and river

channels, provide for complex ecology, and

has previously been identified as a priority site

maintain habitat features. Typically, as a river

for redevelopment and open space acquisition

becomes more narrow and straight, velocity

in numerous policy documents and community

increases and the river becomes more coarse.

discussions. In every case, the immediate

Such is the case with this reach of the Willamette.”

adjacency of the Willamette is a defining feature.
These changes to the Willamette’s natural river
In the most general terms, rivers are defined

function cannot be reversed without extensive

as channels of water between two banks. At

impacts to the surrounding civil infrastructure.

a river bend, these two banks have distinct

Any proposed manipulation of the riverbank must

characteristics. The EWEB property sits on an

take existing forces and cascading hydraulic

outer, scouring bank; Alton Baker Park is located

risks into account and weigh these risks against

on the inner bank, where gravel and sediment

potential benefits. It is also well understood that

are deposited. The scouring bank is exposed to

activities below the 100-year-flood level come

greater hydraulic forces, which result in erosion,

with hydraulic risks. FEMA maps locate this

a deeper channel, and a stronger current than

elevation to be 417-418’ along the EWEB site.

along the deposition zone. This is most clearly

The Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM), which

illustrated during high-water events in Eugene,

marks the high-water event every 1-2 years and

when the river spills across low-lying Alton Baker

generally corresponds to the riparian zone, is

Park (elev. 405’) while rushing swiftly along the

the other water level of critical importance. Army

EWEB bank (elev. 410-426’).

Corps locates the OHWM at 405-408’ along the
EWEB site (see Appendix). These facts provided

Massive flooding was once a seasonal

necessary context as various degrees of bank

occurrence throughout the Willamette Valley,

manipulation and riparian enhancement were

but flood controls and infrastructure have done

explored during the design process.

much to constrain and control flood regimes.
Today, the Willamette River includes 13 U.S.

Humans are also an important part in this site’s

Army Corps of Engineers dams on its tributaries,

ecology, and people are welcomed to this stretch

and revetments were installed along the EWEB

of the river. Ambitions to create sensitive, non-

property and other eroding edges to provide

human habitat are out of scale with the site and

bank stability and protect civil infrastructure. In a

unlikely to result in the hoped-for ecological

project memo, Interfluve River Restoration noted

outcome given the surrounding context.

that this reach of the Willamette has weathered

However, river-edge connectivity, environmental

significant change in the last 100+ years: “Large

education, and riparian enhancement remain

amounts of fill and riprap, civil infrastructure

meaningful ecological objectives. The application

such as roads, trails, bridges, parks and intake

of large woody debris, invasive species

facilities have constrained this reach. River flow

control, riparian enhancement, and stormwater

has been impacted by flood control reservoirs as

management can all support the master plan’s

well. This reduction of peak flows from reservoir

effort to create a functioning ecology within a
managed landscape.
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An 1890 photo from Skinner Butte (top) shows the extent
of seasonal floods that once covered the Willamette Valley.
Image courtesy of the Lane County Historical Museum.
An Ordinary High Water event (below) in June 2010
shows the difference between the calm river edge along
Alton Baker Park (flooded bike path in foreground), and the
rapids moving along the scouring bank in the distance.
Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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Key Context: Railroad Corridor
The existing Union Pacific Railway is in the

of SSMs with particular interest in “quad gates”

same location as the original Oregon and

because of their effectiveness in increasing

California Railway that was integral to the

safety. Statistically, according to the Federal

development of Eugene and its riverfront mills.

Railroad Administration (FRA), a Quiet Zone
with the appropriate SSMs is safer than the

Every day, approximately 24 trains pass through

current situation. It is a FRA priority to reduce,

Eugene, all past the riverfront property. At each

not increase, the number of at-grade crossings.

at-grade crossings federal law requires that
the train horn must be sounded, resulting in a

The railway corridor is also seen by some as a

significant noise impact on the site. During the

significant physical barrier between Downtown

first phase of project research, some developers

and the riverfront. Examples exist in other cities

noted that the railroad noise is a major

where rail lines are part of the urban fabric, and

impediment to residential development on the

even embraced as a part of the texture of the

riverfront property, particularly along its 1,400-

city. Early in the design process, suggestions

foot railroad frontage.

regarding the location and/or undergrounding
of the railroad were also brought forward by

A railroad “Quiet Zone” that includes the 10

members of the community. While such work is

Downtown and Whiteaker Area crossings has

clearly outside the scope of the EWEB master

been studied and can be implemented in the

plan, the location of new public streets in the

City. According to the City’s Quiet Zone study,

design proposal could accommodate additional

the sounding of train horns can be reduced if

street connections (most notably at Mill and

supplementary safety measures (SSMs) are

Ferry Street) if the railroad corridor were no

in place. In 2008, City Council unanimously

longer a barrier to at-grade access. The location

voted to prioritize the creation of a Downtown

and functions of rail service to Eugene are

Quiet Zone. Safety, economic development

the purview of another planning process, and

and neighborhood livability were cited at the

interaction with Union Pacific was not a focus of

reasons. To accommodate the necessary

this master plan.

safety measures without closing any existing
crossings, the Council favored a combination

An unsafe crossing angle and offset intersections
are two reasons why 5th Avenue was not extended
directly into the riverfront property (right, above).
The existing at-grade crossing at Hilyard and 6th
Avenue (right, below) will be relocated to align with
8th Avenue.
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Key Context: Ferry Street Viaduct
The Ferry Street Viaduct is a six-lane bridge

disruptive than the existing structure. Given the

connecting 6th, 7th, 8th Avenues and Franklin

relatively recent upgrades to the viaduct, and

Boulevard to the Ferry Street Bridge and

the likelihood that the cost of the underground

Coburg Road to the north. It is one of the most

option would greatly exceed any increase in site

heavily used arterials in Oregon. The elevation

value, this scenario was not explored further.

of the viaduct is 44’ above grade at its highest
point, which allows for east-west access to the

From above, the Ferry Street Viaduct provides

site. Three existing public streets (4th, 6th and

extraordinary visibility to the riverfront and

7th Avenues) cross under the structure. The

adjacent properties. The area beneath the

width and height of the viaduct allow daylight

viaduct must be treated carefully so as not to

beneath its structure. Based on existing

become a “forgotten” area along the riverfront.

easements, utility locations and the language

Numerous suggestions for the use of this

of the 1954 deed to the ground beneath the

space have been proposed—from parking to

viaduct, it is not expected that structures can be

dog parks to gardens to basketball courts to

built beneath this structure.

covered market space—but almost all related to
a specific, prescribed use.

It was observed early in the planning process

28

that the viaduct is a visual and physical

Regardless of use, principles of Crime

disruption that reduces the value of the

Prevention Through Environmental Design

riverfront property. It was also speculated that

(CPTED) should be applied. CPTED

the property would be more valuable and the

recommendations include maintaining clear

master plan enhanced if this arterial route were

lines of sight and adequate lighting, and

buried. A preliminary analysis of grades and

ensuring the area is designed as an attractive

required connections if the existing viaduct

space where people understand which spaces

were placed in a tunnel or causeway indicated

are public and which are for private-use only.

that the ramp connections would significantly

Other CPTED recommendations could apply

impact the site in a way that could be more

depending on the use of the area.
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A view beneath the Ferry Street Viaduct (above)
shows the pattern of structural columns and volume
of space to be accommodated by the master plan.
The extension of 5th Avenue threads around the
existing column structure. Open space, recreational
activities, covered bike and vehicle parking,
stormwater treatment, gardens and a dog park have
all been among the suggested uses for this area. The
viaduct allows for access unimpeded by the railroad
corridor from Coburg Road to Downtown and Franklin
Boulevard (left).
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Key Context: Millrace
The outfall from Eugene’s Millrace occurs on

stormwater from a portion of downtown’s piped

the riverfront property, once again making

system. Some water from the Millrace also flows

this historic remnant a current event with the

west to the Polk Street outfall.

development of the EWEB master plan. Though
the question of whether or how to daylight the

21st-Century Millrace: Water Quality

Millrace was beyond the reach of this planning

The existing daylit channel carries pumped river

effort, the design team worked to develop a

water, but also serves as a stormwater collector

proposal that would neither preclude nor require

for a large area, including the University and its

a daylit Millrace.

surrounding neighborhoods.

19th-Century Millrace: Power

A full restoration of the historic Millrace is not

The original Millrace was constructed by Hilyard

feasible given its location along the west edge

Shaw and Avery Smith to provide power to

of the Federal Courthouse and beneath the

a sawmill and grist mill. Existing river side

viaduct. The master plan instead proposes to

channels were connected to form a continuous

introduce a millrace stormwater feature near

waterway from below Judkins Point to the outfall

the surface of the site along the Ferry Street

on the current EWEB site. The original channel

axis. This would serve as open space, habitat,

was entirely gravity-fed, and its purpose was

stormwater cleansing, and historic interpretation

industrial. The historic plat and early air photos

of the original Millrace. The design proposal

show the mills built around the millpond, and the

shows the water bending and falling to the river,

meandering, dual outflow channels. An overlay

as the original channel would have done. This

of the Ferry Street Viaduct indicates that the

route also aligns with the most likely path from

historic channel now sits beneath the viaduct.

where the water now drops below grade south
of Franklin. A daylit Millrace could flow up the

20th-Century Millrace: Pipes

Ferry Street corridor and either meander along

Floods in the 1940s damaged the Millrace’s

8th Avenue or continue along Ferry Street. Both

intake weir, a portion of which remains east of

locations could be engineered to connect with

the I-5 bridge. An intake pipe was installed for

the proposed stormwater feature. The design

gravity feed, but the water flow was inadequate

team recommends that the Millrace follow the

until dual electric pumps were added to provide

primary pedestrian path along 8th Avenue, to

consistent water flow.

reinforce interpretive and wayfinding potential.

In the 1950s and 1960s, water from the daylit

An alternative strategy is to install an oil/water

Millrace was routed into an underground pipe

separator at the existing 60” pipe under the 5th

south of Franklin Boulevard, and the last leg of

Avenue plaza, near the north end of Restaurant

the daylit channel was filled in. This 30” pipe

Row. Millrace water could be pumped to the

was undersized and substantially restricted flow.

surface, perhaps by a kinetic sculpture, and

Currently, the 30” pipe connects to a 60” pipe

travel down Riverfront Street to the stormwater

that runs under the EWEB site, approximately

swale. The water could be treated en route and

17 feet below grade. This pipe combines water

keep the swale filled with water year-round.

from the above-grade Millrace channel and
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Three eras of Millrace: The light blue area
represents the approximate location of the 19thcentury Millrace. The yellow dashed line shows
the Millrace’s current location in a 30” and 60” pipe
approximately 17’ below ground. The darker blue area
shows the master plan’s Millpond Swale and possible
connection to a daylit Millrace along 8th Avenue.
Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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Key Context: Bike/Pedestrian Connections
Establishing and improving alternative

A new bike/ped bridge in alignment with 8th

transportation routes are common priorities

Avenue would improve connections from

in local planning efforts, and improved

Downtown Eugene to the parks, trails, and

connectivity between Downtown and existing

facilities on the north side of the river such as

paths and open space is a similarly recurring

Autzen Stadium, the Science Factory, and the

objective. The master plan’s transportation and

Cuthbert Amphitheater. It could also improve

bike/pedestrian proposals focus on connectivity

scenic views along the riverfront and park space

and are consistent with aspects of concurrent

by removing power line obstructions. Power lines

planning efforts, including the Climate & Energy

that currently cut a swath across Alton Baker

Action Plan and Willamette Open Space

Park and run parallel to the riverfront property

Visioning Project, both completed in 2010.

before landing at the Willamette Substation could
be carried beneath the deck of the bridge, almost

The master plan supports the stated goal of

directly to the substation.

developing 8th Avenue as a primary bicycle
and pedestrian route to the river. The desire for

The desire for an additional bike/ped connection

additional bicycle and pedestrian connections

to Alton Baker Park was first raised during

between Downtown Eugene and Alton Baker

interviews with community members, reiterated

Park was raised early and repeatedly during

by Focus Group participants, and again

the master planning process. Similar to a daylit

proposed by several teams working on the

Millrace, this design element is beyond the

AIA-sponsored design charrette. When Design

scope of the riverfront master planning process.

Options were presented in November 2009,

However, several members of the CAT and one

public comments indicated a clear preference

EWEB Board Commissioner spoke strongly

for the design options that included a new

about the need to include this element in the

connection to Alton Baker Park.

design proposal. Reasons cited included the
element’s consistency with multiple policies and

Given the educational focus of the riverfront

planning efforts that call for the improvement

open space, the environmental impacts of

of Eugene’s alternative transportation system,

this connection need to be investigated and

better connections to existing public open

minimized. The need and feasibility of a new

space, and infrastructure improvements

bike/ped connection from Downtown to Alton

that reduce reliance on fossil fuel-based

Baker will be assessed during the 2010 City of

transportation.

Eugene Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan update.
Regardless of that outcome, the riverfront master

The master plan reflects the community support

plan creates new public access and improves the

for an additional connection to Alton Baker

network of bike/pedestrian connections between

Park by showing a footbridge as dashed line

the riverfront, Downtown, and surrounding areas.

on the Illustrative Plan. A new bike/ped bridge
is not a required element of the design, but the
plan can accommodate this connection. Many
community members have expressed a strong
desire for it.
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Power lines require a clear path through the
vegetation in Alton Baker Park (top), which leads to
some noticeably odd tree forms along the riverbank.
A new bike/pedestrian bridge aligned with 8th Avenue
could carry these power lines beneath its deck and
connect through an existing opening in the trees along
both sides of the river (above).
The existing bike/pedestrian connections (right and
top right) between Downtown and the Riverbank Trail
present opportunities for improvement.
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Key Context: Willamette Greenway
Two existing regulations protect the Willamette

Areas above top of bank that were developed

River from incompatible redevelopment on

prior to November 2005 are exempt from the

the EWEB site: the existing property includes

WR conservation setback standard, but despite

a Water Resources (WR) zoning overlay on

the property’s exemption, the design proposal

areas east of the Ferry Street Viaduct, and

honors the intent of the WR regulation. Below

redevelopment proposals on the site will also

top of bank, any planned riparian enhancement

need to receive a Willamette Greenway permit.

will need to comply with the WR zone.

The goal of the Willamette Greenway is “to

Given existing conditions, applicable criteria

protect, conserve, restore, enhance and

and the location of proposed construction, the

maintain the ecological, natural, scenic,

master plan expects to be in compliance with

historical, agricultural, economic, cultural and

the Greenway and WR overlay regulations.

recreational qualities and resources along the

The design proposes that all new buildings are

Willamette River.” It is a permitting process

more than 100’ from top of bank. Several acres

that outlines specific criteria and standards

of vegetated public open space will be created

for changes in use, intensifications of use,

along the riverfront. This naturalized landscape

or development within the boundaries of the

is extended into the site approximately 450’ at

Greenway (EC 9.8815). In accordance with the

Millpond Swale and 250’ at the SE end of the

Greenway’s criteria, a 100’ distance has been

site. At the Millpond Swale, open space extends

adopted as the adequate setback along this

the full depth of the property.

reach of the Willamette River.
The Downtown Plan’s four Riverfront Criteria
Redevelopment will need to meet the applicable

include the expectation that the riverfront

regulations of the Water Resources (WR)

master plan will “provide appropriate setbacks,

overlay. A WR overlay generally addresses

deeper where environmental or habitat issues

the conservation of significant riparian and

are more critical, shallower in other areas.”

water-resource habitat, and is considered

The term “appropriate” is language that relates

more stringent than the Willamette Greenway.

to the standards applied by the WR overlay,

WR regulations implement the Statewide Goal

which the design honors and exceeds. The

5 Water Resources Conservation Plan (EC

proposal’s “undulating green edge” also

9.4900). In the case of the EWEB property,

allows for the creation of new habitat and

the WR overlay is triggered because the

ecological value where little to none currently

property is adjacent to the Willamette River, a

exists. In this sense, the design proposal far

Category A water resource that has a standard

exceeds regulatory requirements that structure

conservation setback of 100’ from top of bank.

the relationship between development and

However, the existing EWEB property is also a

waterways.

previously developed site, and approximately
94% impervious surface in its current state.
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A diagram of the WR overlay shows the existing
top of bank and a 100’ setback distance on the EWEB
riverfront property. The narrow red hatch pattern
between top of bank and the yellow property line
indicate the area where enhancements needs to
comply with the Water Resources (WR) overlay. The
wider red hatch pattern marks the area within the
100’ setback distance that are previously developed
and exempt. The master plan proposes that all new
buildings or additions to existing structures are more
than 100’ from top of bank.
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Key Context: Neighbors
5th Street Public Market

underpass. Plans have been completed by the

To the west of the site, the 5th Street Market

University to construct a new facility for the

District is the largest and most successful retail

Oregon Research Institute (ORI) immediately

center in Downtown, owing much of its success

adjacent to the capped site on the EWEB

to a prominent and convenient location on major

property. The facility expects to bring over

arterial streets, and a vibrant mix of renovated

300 new workers to the riverfront. The EWEB

older buildings and eclectic new buildings.

master plan must maintain an existing right-of-

The 5th Street Area is a source of vitality that

way to the University property when the railroad

can help catalyze riverfront redevelopment.

crossing is relocated to align with 8th Avenue.

The total retail capacity of this area is finite,
and retail energy should remain focused and

Courthouse District

strategic. A new boutique hotel is planned for

Following the completion of the Courthouse

the 5th Street Market site that will bring more

District Plan in 2002, this area to the southwest

visitors to the area. A street and pedestrian

of the EWEB site changed significantly. The

connection to the riverfront would be an

Wayne L. Morse Federal Courthouse was

attractive amenity for the district.

constructed on the Agripac site, and 8th Avenue
and Ferry Street were extended to meet the

Alton Baker Park

newly constructed 6th Avenue. The master

Alton Baker Park is Eugene’s primary developed

plan builds on the infrastructure put in place

park space, home to dozens of recreational

by this planning effort. In spring 2010, the City

features directly across the river from the EWEB

agreed to a three-year term that allowed the

site. The park is made up of two major areas:

creation of a new urban garden on the City-

the more developed West Alton Baker Park

owned lot east of the Federal Courthouse. The

and the 237-acre Whilamut Natural Area to the

UO Department of Landscape Architecture is

east. In total the park includes nearly 400 acres

offering courses on the site to assist with food

of public open space, including paths, meeting

production and site design. The garden is being

space, running trails, habitat and waterways.

built by generous donations from community

Relevant priorities in Alton Baker Park include

members and organizations and with the hands

the restoration of the existing Canoe Canal to

of students, instructors, judges, attorneys,

create side channel habitat and recreational

parole officers, former inmates and many

opportunities and continued restoration work in

volunteers from the community, including EWEB

the Whilamut Area.

employees.

UO Riverfront Research Park
To the southeast of the site, the University of
Oregon Riverfront Research Park is currently
undeveloped north of the railroad tracks. An
underpass at Agate Street offers the only
below-grade railroad crossing to the riverfront,
but the road terminates shortly beyond the
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Infrastructure for the Courthouse District (right,
top) included an extension of 8th Avenue to the
southeastern edge of the EWEB site. The gathering
lawn in Alton Baker Park (right, below) sits directly
across the river from the EWEB property.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan
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Key Context: Existing Utilities + Easements
The master plan does not presume a blank slate

There are also two large water pipes that

on the EWEB site, but instead integrates the

carry water east and west across the

locations of major utility easements in the design

riverfront site. The northern 30’ easement

proposal. Given the expense associated with

contains a 60” diameter pipe that carries

relocating these utilities without a clear return on

stormwater from Downtown as well as the

the investment, it is unlikely that they would be

water from the underground portion of the

relocated with public or private redevelopment of

Millrace. The southern 30’ easement carries

the riverfront property.

a 42” water-supply pipe that serves much of

Utility lines crisscross the riverfront site, both

Downtown with water from the McKenzie River.

below grade and above ground. The locations of

The overhead power lines and their associated

these major utility corridors are apparent when

60’ easement terminates at the Willamette

viewing aerial photos of the existing property.

substation, just south of the Steam Plant. Before

In addition to the more narrow underground fiber
optic utility lines that connect EWEB’s existing
buildings, a major underground easement
corridor runs parallel to the railroad track and on
the eastern side of the elevated viaduct. These

reaching the substation, these lines connect to
a 100’ electrical tower that sits in the proposed
riverfront open space. These lines stretch
across the river and connect to another 100’
tower near the Duck Pond in Alton Baker Park.

electrical lines could be relocated underground,
which would free this easement’s surface area
for reuse as open space, parking or a public
street. Storm sewer and other utility easements
are also located beneath the Ferry Street
Viaduct.
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Project Assumptions
To keep the project focused on achievable,

•

Current location and use of Union Pacific

relevant objectives, a set of preliminary

Railroad corridor is beyond the project’s

design parameters was established before

control. The existing Hilyard Street railroad

design began. Project interviews, extensive

crossing can be relocated.

research, the collective wisdom of the CAT
and community at large, and the professional

•

There will be at most one at-grade crossing

expertise of the design team all informed these

to the EWEB site along the 6th Avenue

preliminary assumptions about the master plan,

connector.

surrounding context, and physical conditions of
the site.
The project assumptions fall into three
categories: Accepted Conditions, Movable

•

Bedrock geology underlying the site cannot

•

EWEB Headquarters, Plaza and

•

Buried 42” water main running across the

•

Ferry Street Bridge structure, viaduct

Conditions and Removable Conditions. As
a whole, these assumptions include known
physical limitations and design parameters
based on existing policies and project research.
Design alternatives tested these parameters
and in some cases led to changes in thinking

substantially change.

subsurface structure will remain.

river and through the site will remain.

about what might be considered a feasible or

columns and the existing ramps connecting

advisable proposal.

to adjacent streets will remain in the current
location. Additional connections to the
bridge may be explored.

Accepted Conditions (Fixed)
Some site conditions were accepted as
immovable. These conditions were generally

•

The electrical substation adjacent to the

•

Riverbank Trail will remain connected,

•

A continuous strip of river edge, the size

outside the control of the project, serving an
important public function, associated with larger
natural conditions, or challenged by exorbitant
removal/relocation costs. These conditions
were considered project “givens” when the
design phase began.

•

Steam Plant will remain.

continuous and publicly accessible.

and shape of which will be determined

The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

in the master plan, will remain publicly

addresses the approximately 27 acres of

accessible.

downtown riverfront property currently
owned by EWEB.

•

The overhead power lines crossing the river
and the steel tower supporting these power
lines will remain.
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•

The capped 1.5-acre former MGP site at
the southeast end of the EWEB property
and its subsurface conditions will remain
in EWEB ownership for the foreseeable
future. The site will be capped but could be
used for parking or open space.

•

The public right-of-way connection to the
University Riverfront Research Park must
be maintained.

Moveable Conditions
Some site conditions were considered
moveable, depending on the redevelopment
scenario. Significant costs could be incurred
with these adjustments, but these conditions
also had the potential to offer significant
benefits to the master plan.

•

Overhead power lines running from the
steel tower to the substation could be
buried.

•

Overhead power lines running along the
railroad and along the Ferry Street Bridge
could be buried.

•

River bank will remain reinforced for
resistance to flood, but can be manipulated
and moved within the limits of the existing
buildings, bike path, utility structures and
bedrock geology.
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•

Large stormwater pipe collecting water
from downtown could be redirected to no
longer feed into the 60” stormwater pipe
that crosses the EWEB site.

•

The 60” stormwater and Millrace pipe
enters the EWEB site near Mill Street and
6th Avenue. The on-site portion of this pipe
could be relocated or daylighted.

•

The current at-grade railroad crossing at
Hilyard Street can be relocated.

Adaptable / Removable Conditions
Some of the site conditions could be
significantly altered by the master planning
process. Some functions or physical elements
can be removed from the site.

•

Steam Plant structure can be significantly
altered and/or upgraded, but the original
character of the building should remain.

•

While historic and civic value varies
among them, all other existing buildings
are considered “adaptable / removable”
conditions as their potential for reuse is
currently unknown.
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Guiding Principles
Before the design phase began, the Community

types, target markets and architectural character.

Advisory Team worked to describe a set of

Through the overlapping of public open space

shared values that elaborated on the four

and private uses like cafes and restaurants,

Riverfront Criteria in the Downtown Plan. The

public amenities offer cultural, educational,

intent was to give further clarity and direction

recreational, artistic and community benefits.

to the design team, and to account for the full
context of the project. These shared values are

Connection

expressed in seven Guiding Principles that the

The master plan reconnects the city with the

CAT approved by consensus in September 2009.

river, and extends the riverine landscape into

The specific representation of these principles

the city. It improves bike and pedestrian access

was developed during the course of the public

to the riverfront path system and creates a

design process, but the underlying values were

dramatic sequence of open spaces. The design

strong and consistent throughout the project.

provides terraced, separated paths that safely
accommodate multiple modes of transportation.

Sustainable Urbanism

A public riverfront is maintained, and view

The redevelopment of the EWEB riverfront

corridors are created or enhanced. The proposal

site transforms a vacated utility yard into a

makes the downtown riverfront accessible to all

pedestrian-oriented, balanced, green community.

ages and abilities, and gives preference to the

Urban design principles that promote livability,

pedestrian and bicyclist while providing adequate

walkability, connections to open space, and

vehicular access as well.

the integration of urban and natural systems
provide the basis for this plan’s framework. By

Ecology

laying the groundwork for a people-oriented,

The master plan’s ecological objectives should

multi-use redevelopment that meets LEED

focus on education and habitat enhancement.

standards, this master plan has the potential to

New riverfront open space, river-edge

model sustainable urbanism, reduce our reliance

connectivity, and a variety of open space

on fossil fuels, and demonstrate Eugene’s

types are proposed by the design. Green

commitment to being a sustainable city.

streets and an integrated stormwater system
slow and cleanse runoff before it enters the
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Balance of Uses

Willamette, and native plant communities are

This plan includes a diverse mix of public

planned throughout the 27-acre site. Urban

and private spaces, with a variety of uses

agriculture and habitat roofs are incorporated

and opportunities layered within each. The

to add diversity to the site’s urban ecology. A

opportunity to generate vitality and variety is the

70-page ecological assessment of the design

result of “rich edges” where the public and private

was completed (see Appendix), and offers key

realms overlap. The plan also accommodates

recommendations that are consistent with the

numerous redevelopment and use scenarios.

design proposal. The assessment also includes

Multiple scales of redevelopment and building

specific recommendations for plant species,

types are accommodated by the framework; this

habitat design and maintenance to be carried

creates the opportunity for diversity in building

forward by this plan.
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Identity
The riverfront master plan proposes a 9-acre
Cultural Landscape that teaches about the
many layers of history, ecology, art and industry
imbedded in this site. Multiple interpretive
sites with specific stories to tell are identified
by the plan. The property is recognized as our
shared, downtown riverfront and includes design
guidelines to create a pedestrian-oriented, lively
public realm. Above all, the riverfront plan directs
the development of a place that is accessible and
welcoming to all.
Economics
The master plan proposal was tested for its
ability to contribute to the economic vitality of
Eugene. Sale of riverfront property will generate
a financial return for EWEB to benefit ratepayers,
and redevelopment will contribute to the tax
base and riverfront urban renewal district.
Infrastructure enhancements also contribute
community value in a variety of ways.
Feasibility
Feasibility is often tied to existing conditions,
standard practices, political climate, and
community support for a project. Multiple use
scenarios were tested to access the flexibility
of the design framework, and to ensure that the
proposal would not preclude positive adaptations
and unforeseen opportunities. A preliminary
development program and implementation
options research were completed as part of
the project’s development. Extensive public
outreach ensured that the design developed in a
way that was consistent with community desires
and values, and that input to the design was
identifiable and accurately reflected.
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Key Design Concepts
The key design concepts describe how the

A Great Loop

master plan translates the guiding principles

The location and orientation of public rights-

into tangible design strategies. The principles

of-way illustrate a city’s basic organization

act at many levels of the design, but the primary

and points of pride. The “Great Streets” of

concepts that shape the overall master plan

Willamette, Broadway, 8th Avenue and 5th

framework are as follows:

Avenue carry the historic, civic and commercial
lifeblood of Downtown Eugene. What’s missing

An Interdependent and Sustainable City

is a coherent urban connection among them,

While the characteristics that make our

and the inclusion of the Willamette River as a

community “Uniquely Eugene” may be

critical community reference point. The master

innumerable, few would argue that our city

plan creates a “Great Loop” by connecting

is best-known for its creative spirit, beautiful

Eugene’s Great Streets through the EWEB

milieu, and quality of life. The reuse and repair

property, establishing a quality of public access

of EWEB’s riverfront property can model

and civic structure that benefits the entire city.

green strategies and demonstrate balanced,
environmentally conscious, economically viable

Urban Repair & Habitat Enhancement

redevelopment. The master plan recommends

In repurposing this impervious utility yard as a

a focus on shared infrastructure, natural

pedestrian-oriented neighborhood and public

systems, on-site energy production, and the

open space, the master plan repairs a defining

conservation of energy and water. A nationally

piece of Eugene’s urban fabric and reconnects

recognized measure of green redevelopment

the city and the river.

will be achieved by requiring that all new
construction meet LEED® certification standard

Interwoven Habitat: An Undulating Edge

(LEED-NC). This, in turn, could allow the

Sensitively designed urban and natural

entire redevelopment to meet the LEED® for

habitat can be integrated and complementary.

Neighborhoods standard (LEED-ND).

Rather than employing a boilerplate setback

A Great Loop creates a unified whole from Eugene’s
network of individual Great Streets (right, top). This
new means of public access to the riverfront creates a
legible route between Downtown and the Willamette.
The property’s existing conditions include an
almost entirely paved surface that runs to the edge
of the Riverbank Trail and sends stormwater runoff
directly into the Willamette River (right, below).
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Great Streets of Eugene
Great Loop Completed
through EWEB property
Connections with some
existing infrastructure
Park Blocks
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A diagram of the “Undulating Green Edge” shows
the simple concept of interweaving the urban and
natural landscapes along the downtown riverfront.
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that disconnects the green and urban

Future Opportunities

environments from one another, the master

Extensive community outreach revealed other

plan blurs the boundary between the two.

nearby opportunities that could be coordinated

Native vegetation reaches into the city, and

with the redevelopment of the EWEB site.

green redevelopment offers a connection to

The riverfront master plan focused on a new

the river. All new construction proposed by the

vision for the EWEB property, but the plan also

master plan will be set back farther than 100’

anticipates future opportunities. With regards

from the existing top of bank, but the design

to a daylit Millrace, Downtown Quiet Zone,

also pulls the river landscape much deeper

additional at-grade railroad crossings, and a

into the site at three locations: the “green

new bike/pedestrian connection to Alton Baker

extension” of 5th Avenue, Millpond Swale, and

Park, the master plan captures the public input

Pollinator Knoll. The result is an interwoven,

and recommendations related to these issues

undulating green edge that pulls the river into

and proposes a framework that does not conflict

the city and allows the city to reach toward the

with the realization of these goals in the future.

river.
Community-Developed Design
Special Place: A Cultural Landscape

The redevelopment of the downtown riverfront

A key element of the 2004 Downtown Plan

needed a community-developed design. The

describes the fundamental need to support

proposal incorporates the public involvement

and maintain the “special places” in our city.

and comments received during 12 months of

The Willamette River, nearby open space, and

extensive, pro-active community outreach.

historic properties like the Steam Plant are all

During this time, more than 1,000 people

listed as examples. In the case of the riverfront

directly participated with this planning process.

property’s redevelopment, the master plan
delivers on a community-inspired wish to

The resulting master plan reflects a balance

reveal the “layers of history” imbedded in this

of community values and articulates a shared

site, and further articulates the established

vision for the redevelopment of the EWEB site.

objective to create a special place for people
to enjoy along the downtown riverfront.
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Project Memorandum + Reports
During the course of the master plan’s

The topics of these memorandum include:

development, additional research was needed
in particular areas to better understand critical
project context and assess design proposals.
This is by no means an exhaustive list of the
issues researched by the design team, but
the Project Memorandums included in the
Appendix overview some of the area-specific
research sought during the design process. In
most cases, these memorandum summarize
an expert’s input to the design process and
encapsulate professional recommendations. In
some cases, they answer a single question.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

River Permitting Processes
Willamette River - Existing Conditions
Economic Sustainability
Preliminary Development Program
Implementation and Funding Options
Evaluation of Proposed Traffic Network
District Energy System - Feasibility Report
Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM)
EWEB Stormwater Runoff Analysis

These Project Memorandums include
recommendations and research by:
Army Corps of Engineers
Benny A. Dean, Jr.,
Regulatory Project Manager, Biologist
City of Eugene
Tom Larsen, City Traffic Engineer
GreenSkins Lab
University of British Columbia
Interfluve River Restoration
Lon Mikkelsen, Principal, Aquatic Biologist
Leland Consulting
Chris Zahas, AICP, Managing Principal
Solarc Architecture & Engineering
Gene Johnson, Principal
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Ecological Assessment and Report
Bart Johnson, Aryana Ferguson, Justin Simms
An Ecological Assessment and Report on the
master plan proposal was completed by a team
led by Bart Johnson, Ph.D., Aryana Ferguson
and Justin Simms. Bruce Newhouse and Rowell
Brokaw Architects also contributed to this
document.
Recommendations from the ecological report
were largely consistent with the design proposal
and provided greater specificity with regard to
open space types, plant communities, habitat
considerations, and design and maintenance.
This 70-page report is included in the Appendix.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Consistency with the Downtown Plan
The 2007 MOU and the Downtown Plan state
that the Riverfront Master Plan will be evaluated
based on its consistency with the following four
principles:

•

Create a “people place” that is active,

•

Provide appropriate setbacks, deeper

vibrant, accessible and multi-use.

where environmental or habitat issues are
more critical, shallower in other areas.

•

Incorporate appropriate building and
site design techniques that address
environmental concerns.

•

Incorporate an educational aspect, so that
our riverfront improvements teach us about
our river, our history and our city.

Consistency with Criteria
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan has
endeavored to achieve consistency with the
policy goals and specific criteria outlined for the
downtown riverfront. With guidance from the
CAT and community, the master plan articulates
the four Riverfront Principles in more specific
spatial and experiential terms and meets the
requirements of the MOU (see Appendix). The
public process completed to arrive at this design
has also generated broad community support
for the riverfront’s redevelopment as envisioned
by this document.
The implementation of the riverfront master
plan points to a vibrant future: to a people
place that models sustainable design, employs
environmentally sensitive practices, respects
and improves natural habitat, contributes to
the community’s economic sustainability, and
teaches about our history among a rich, layered,
riverfront landscape.
Rowell Brokaw Architects | PWL Partnership | WRT / Solomon E.T.C. | Cogito
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EWEB Riverfront
Public Involvement
+ Design Process
Public Involvement Plan + Values
Key Elements
Design Process
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Public Involvement:
Creating a Community-Developed Design
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan needed

1. High-quality public input into the design

authentic and extensive public involvement

process.

to develop a vision that would resonate with

2. High-quality input into the decision-making

Eugene. This required a high-quality process

equation.

and the deep integration of public involvement

3. An environment of stable community support

with the design process and overall project

for the project.

management.
The public engagement plan also established
Public involvement that improves outcomes and
builds support for decisions is much more than
organizing and facilitating meetings. It requires
sustained investment and time, and it pays
dividends in lasting trust that can withstand the
imperfections of the real world and time period
between visioning and implementation. The
process by which EWEB and the City of Eugene
arrived at a master plan for the EWEB property
was an important ingredient for a successful
outcome, and it is well recognized that the
public’s role in the master planning process was
central.

that the master planning process would be:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Meaningful: Input will be timely and have
the opportunity to affect outcomes
Accountable: People will have the
opportunity to know how their input was used
Inclusive: Reach for input beyond those
who regularly attend downtown meetings
Transparent: Decisions are public and
materials are available on the website
Realistic: Educated about the project
constraints, objectives, and parameters
Outcome-oriented: Purpose of public
process is to achieve an adopted plan

The public engagement process for the master
plan had multiple objectives. At the highest

This process was conducted according to the

level, it needed to develop:

Core Values of the International Association for
Public Participation (IAP2), and was approved
by the Community Advisory Team by consensus
at the outset of the project.
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The intent was to create a master plan designed

for the creative energy directed toward the

in partnership with the community. Such an

project. This required rigorous efforts to find and

outcome requires a public engagement process,

use the most current information available, keep

rather than a public reaction process. Several

abreast of concurrent planning projects, and

months of public involvement and community

explore alternative ideas, research suggestions,

outreach was completed by the design team

and approaches thoroughly. This demonstrated

before the design phase began, and this

that the design team was listening and seriously

involvement was consciously iterative as the

considering suggestions, and also responding

project moved forward, so that people could

thoughtfully with information as to why some

track their influence on the:

suggestions explored were not feasible. The

•
•
•

background research that generated design
Research leading to project parameters,

recommendations was visible to the public, and

Guiding Principles for the project, and

discussed at the bimonthly public meetings with

Master plan design as it evolved.

the CAT.

Many participants commented that they were
impressed to see so many of the community’s

Key Elements of the Public
Engagement Plan

ideas incorporated into the design, and that they

One size does not fit all for public involvement.

could see the design team was listening. When

Each community is unique and each topic has

the final design was presented, community

its own challenges for meaningful engagement.

members commented that it was wonderful to

For this highly visible effort, the following

see the public’s input reflected in the master

elements were used:

plan, and that the process and outcome
demonstrated exemplary and refreshing work.
From the outset, the design team was
committed to working with the community
to understand the site context, to establish
reasonable project parameters, and to focus
efforts on the area of influence. These project
parameters provided guidance, not restriction,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Expert and Advocate Interviews
Issue-Specific Focus Groups
AIA-Sponsored Design Charrette
Four Large Public Events
Speaking Engagements at Civic Groups
Outreach with Displays at Events
Site Tours
Specific Outreach to Accessibility,
Communities of Color, Youth
Project Website (www.eugeneriverfront.com)
Media
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Community Interviews: An
Important First Step
During the first three months of the project,
extensive community interviews were completed
to ground the design team in current thinking,
issues and community visions. These meetings,
often one-on-one with the design team, offered
insight to the resources, concerns, ideas, and
concurrent community processes before the
design phase began. Interviews also allowed
the project to share base facts about project
goals and constraints with community leaders at

experts around specific topics. This knowledge
was then incorporated into the development
of the project’s Guiding Principles, design
parameters, and specific aspects of the design.
Focus Group topics included:

•
•
•
•
•

Site Ecology
Sustainable Urbanism
Development
Arts, History and Culture
Transportation

the outset.

In addition to providing issue-area knowledge,

More than 125 people were interviewed

community leaders, experts and activists with

by the design team to begin the project.
The list of interview subjects was built from
recommendations from the Community
Advisory Team, City staff, community leaders,
and design and technical experts. This method
of developing an interview list established a
knowledgeable and broad community sample,
and provided the project with a foundation of
people from diverse perspectives with whom to
cultivate ongoing involvement. As the project

these Focus Groups broadened the base of
a deeper understanding of the master plan’s
challenges and opportunities. Invitations were
thoughtfully composed with input from CAT,
staff and community leaders recognized for
expertise in a particular field. A summary report
was sent to all participants to ensure accuracy
and invite further comment. In total, 80
individuals participated in Focus Groups, and all
expressed willingness to remain involved in the
project at later stages.

continued, individual and small-group interviews
remained an important means of gathering vital
input.

Eugene has a rich design community that was

Focus Groups: Issue Expertise

the master planning process. As members of

Focus Groups with 20 or fewer participants
were designed to tap the knowledge of local
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AIA Design Charrette
looked to for input during the early stages of
this professional community, Rowell Brokaw
Architects led members of the local chapters
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of the American Institute for Architects (AIA)

Common themes included:

and American Society of Landscape Architects
(ASLA) in a design charrette focused on the
EWEB riverfront property on Saturday, October
3, 2009. This event was supported by both the
local chapter of the AIA and EWEB.
The design charrette was an important
addition to the public involvement process
because it directly involved the professional
design community and stakeholders with the
challenges and opportunities of the site and
master plan.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A developed site with streets, paths, open
space and a range of densities
Support for a Millrace or water feature
Touching the river
Creating dramatic, framed views
Riverfront promenade or boardwalk
Additional connections to Downtown, and
an extension of the city fabric
Undulating setback from the river
Continuous green edge
New bike/pedestrian bridge to Alton Baker
on axis with 8th Avenue

Following a morning site tour and brief
orientation to the project, 80 participants

Charrette teams also offered general

were organized into teams of eight that

recommendations to the design team based on

included architects, landscape architects,

their own explorations:

planners, designers, university students, CAT
representatives, and community members.
Extensive preparation by Rowell Brokaw
Architects in the week prior allowed for all
participants to immediately begin work with a
to-scale kit of parts, to-scale image precedents,
and relevant project research in hand. Each
team’s kit of parts included a 6-foot-diameter
color aerial photograph of the site cut to match
each team’s round-table work area, foam
blocks to represent building heights, image
precedents, the project’s design documents,
and colored paper cut to scale that represented
various street types, public paths, plazas, water

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a well-formed public realm, not just
object buildings in a landscape
Provide landmarks
Create a festive quality to the place
Sculpt the landscape
Treat the site as a gateway, a front porch
Emphasize people, not cars
Make better civic connections
Create a concentrated public district
Use redevelopment as an economic engine
Incorporate idealism
Make it a prototype for Eugene

features, buildings footprints, new habitat, and
open space. By mid-afternoon, conceptual
designs from eight teams had been documented
and presented back to the full group (see
Appendix, Design Charrette Summary).
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Public Meetings

November 10, 2009: Design Options

Four large public meetings were organized

Following a brief recap to orient new

to share information about the project and to
gather public input at specific stages in the
design process. Recruitment for meetings was
thoughtful and aggressive, using email, phone
calls, media, and the contacts of Community
Advisory Team members. Meetings were very
well attended, with attendance increasing as the
project moved toward a single design option.
Meetings were structured to gather specific,
timely input and discuss design changes
that had resulted from previous community
conversations. Meeting structure included
multiple modes of participation, including
group polling, comment cards, small-group
conversations, one-on-one conversations
with the design team and CAT, and full-group
discussions. Public meeting dates and content

participants, three different design options and
their various elements are presented by the
design team. Attendees were asked what they
liked and disliked about the three options, and if
they felt the designs created an “active, vibrant
people place” and if the designs delivered on
Eugene’s reputation as a sustainable place
to live. Open space, public access, the river’s
edge, urban design, buildings types and areas
of emphasis are discussed at length during
the design presentations. Small-group and
large-group discussions using electronic polling
provided immediate feedback and a means
of identifying issues for additional discussion.
(~250 attendees.)
March 3, 2010: Single Design Option

included:

The third public event was held at the Eugene

September 30, 2009: Kick-off Event

attended the previous event. After reviewing the

This event began with guided site tours to
orient the public to the site and project. The
design team explained what is included in a
master plan and discussed site context and
project principles in a visual presentation.
The team also asked: what would make the
riverfront an “active, vibrant people place”; what
types of uses the proposal should encourage;
what aspects of the site should be changed
or retained; and how the downtown riverfront
can balance community values such as green
space, people space and ecological and
economic sustainability. Gathering input from
small-group brainstorms and a full-group Q&A
with the design team were the focus of this first
event. (~150 attendees.)

Hilton to accommodate the overflow crowds that
previous nine months work, the design team
presented a single design option and its specific
elements. Attendees were asked for their
overall impressions of framework; more than
80% indicate their approval the design. Specific
public input on building heights and landscape
strategies was also sought. In roundtable
groups, the Cultural Landscape proposal is
the focus of discussion. Attendees are asked
how Eugene’s history and culture could be
interpreted on the site. (~300 attendees.)
May 12, 2010: Open House Celebration
The design team leads guided site tours that
connect the design proposal and specific
locations to the existing site. Ten 30x40 boards
provide additional detail on elements of the
design, and team members are on-hand for
questions and to gather feedback. (~200
attendees.)
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Capturing Many Opinions

communicate the current design issues and

The use of electronic polling (“clickers”) at the

announce the upcoming meetings. The design

second and third public meetings allowed the
design team to immediately and publicly view
the sentiments in the room, and for specific
follow-up questions to probe areas of concern
or support. Following events, the design team
read all verbatim written comments, and this

team also presented the design options on a
noon-hour news show and completed numerous
television interviews. Several articles detailing
the meetings, design and public process
appeared in the local newspaper, EWEB print
mailings, and newsletters produced by local
neighborhood associations. By and large,

offered additional insight to the comments
spoken during the meetings. Written comments
also confirmed the feedback collected through
question and answer sessions with clickers.
The methods used to collect community input
at these meetings also made it possible to

print articles included color photos or artwork,
explained the project, and advertised upcoming
public meetings. The media coverage helped
to provide background and context for the
broader community’s understanding of this
planning effort. It also offered a helpful means

summarize the public input from meetings

to disseminate the design team’s contact

in a way that was accurate and complete.
Following each meeting, the design team issued
a Meeting Summary and thank-you message
to all attendees and the growing Interested
Parties (IP) list. These meeting summaries were
available on the project website maintained
as a pro bono community resource by Rowell
Brokaw Architects (www.eugeneriverfront.com).
By May 2010, more than 1,000 people had
participated directly with the design of the plan

information. Several community members called
or wrote the design team with comments and
questions regarding what they had seen in the
paper or on television.
Traditional meeting formats can intimidate
all but the most “activist” members of a
community. At public meetings for the master
plan, the design team worked to set a warm

and were receiving project updates via email.

tone, and used structured agendas to show

With support from EWEB’s Public Affairs

Public meetings were designed to make the

Department, the CAT and project team
did a “media advisory” in advance of each
Public Meeting. This allowed the project to
utilize television and radio media to widely

that everyone’s time would be respected.
architectural presentations accessible and
were carefully developed to provide time for
participants to engage in the complexities of the
project in large- and small-group discussions.
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The design team was also conscientious about
helping first-time participants feel comfortable
in joining a process already underway, and
helped people get up-to-speed on the issues so
they could actively participate. Consistent with
IAP2 Values, the design team was careful not to
ask for input on issues that the public could not
directly influence.
The design team also removed some of
the barriers to attending public meetings by
providing food, snacks, assisted-listening
devices, and Spanish-translation services.
Many people expressed appreciation for these
accommodations.

Outreach at Events
The Community Advisory Team, EWEB and
City staff, and the design team went to the
following events with displays about the project:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eugene Celebration / People’s Choice
Run to Stay Warm
Holiday Market
MLK Jr. Day Celebration
Walk & Bike Summit
Asian Celebration
Peterson Barn Family Night
Earth Day

Speaking Engagements
Rowell Brokaw Architects made more than

Site Tours
In addition to the site tours for the hundreds of
community members who attended the public
events or AIA charrette, the design team led
a series of site tours for community leaders,
EWEB neighbors, members of the media, and
small groups of interested parties. These tours
helped to orient people to the site’s existing
conditions and provided the opportunity for
in-depth discussions regarding the design or
specific areas of interest.

Public Outreach: Beyond Meetings
The design team broadened public involvement
by asking for input from people who don’t
normally attend government meetings. This
is more effective at reaching people than
holding a hearing or sending mailings that
require a response. This initiative to bring the
conversation to residents in a way that was
convenient for them generated very positive
feedback from the public.
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a dozen presentations local organizations
to inform community members about the
master plan and solicit input. In doing so,
several hundred additional community
members were informed of the project and
asked for input. Ongoing communication with
these organizations and their members was
maintained through collaborative email efforts
and allowed the design team to publish project
updates in local newsletters. Presentations
were made to the following organizations:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Neighborhood Leaders Council
Human Rights Accessibility Committee (2x)
Downtown Neighborhood Association
North Eugene High School
EWEB Employees (2x)
Delta Rotary
Downtown Rotary
Chamber of Commerce & Local
Government Affairs Council
Inns of the Court
Blacks in Government
Harlow Neighborhood Association
Chamber of Commerce Greeters
HOPES EcoDesign Arts Conference

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Media

events. Finally, The Neighborhood Gazette,

From May 2009 to May 2010, media coverage

which serves residents in South and West

of the master plan included a total of 13 news

Eugene, ran two major articles about the master

articles, seven editorials, 18 letters to the editor,

plan during the master plan’s development—

and approximately 12 television interviews.

one of which was mailed to 5,500 households

Press releases were issued before all major

and one which was mailed to 10,000. A final

public events, and EWEB hosted media

article about the completed master plan was

interview opportunities before the first three

printed in the Gazette in summer 2010.

public events. The design team organized
editorial board meetings for both The RegisterGuard and Eugene Weekly early in the project.

Diverse Voices: Reaching Out
Broad public involvement doesn’t just happen.

Media sources include The Register-Guard, the

In most communities, a static group of people,

Eugene Weekly, the Neighborhood Gazette,

sometimes called the “usual suspects,” has

three local television stations (KEZI, KMTR,

the capacity and motivation to dominate

KVAL), and three radio stations (KLCC, KUGN,

public meetings unless authentic affirmative

KZEL). The master planning process was also

action is taken. The master plan’s public

covered on Facebook and Twitter.

involvement effort worked to address the
under-representation of youth, the accessibility

With a circulation of 76,000, The Register-

community, and communities of color. It

Guard published three front-page news articles

is necessary to develop trusting personal

with color graphics, five news articles on the

relationships that can facilitate outreach

cover of the City/Region section, one Register

to these neighborhoods, communities and

Guard editorial, five guest editorials, and two

organizations. These relationships need to be

letters to the editor. The Eugene Weekly has a

sustained over time to see results.

circulation of 40,000 and its coverage included
two minor news articles, one inside spread with

Youth

color artwork, one guest editorial about the

Approximately 98 middle- and high-school

Millrace, and four letters to the editor. All the

students and 30 University of Oregon and

major public meetings were covered by KEZI

Lane Community College students actively

and KVAL television stations. Radio stations

participated in project activities or events.

ran interviews before several of the public

Seventeen University of Oregon students
participated in the design charrette.
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Hundreds of community members provided input
to the master plan through four large public meetings
and an AIA-sponsored design charrette. By the time
the design phase was complete, more than 1,000
people had directly participated in the development of
the design proposal.
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Design materials developed for the design

had influenced the plan. An additional meeting

charrette were later utilized for class projects

was organized with accessibility experts to

at North Eugene High School and the Village

work through specific design issues related to

School. In both cases, students toured the

the river edge, bike and pedestrian areas. This

EWEB site, and then worked in teams to design

input had significant impact on the development

a master plan and present their final work to

of the design.

the class. At North Eugene, a member of the
Community Advisory Team introduced the

Communities of Color

project to the class and returned to provide

A bilingual member of the public involvement

feedback on final presentations.

team conducted outreach in Latino communities.
Latino student organizations at the University of

Accessibility

Oregon and Lane Community College, Latina

Outreach to the accessibility community

women’s groups, and a farming organization

focused on how the EWEB Riverfront Master

were the focus of this outreach. Presentations

Plan can embody universal design principles.

regarding the master plan that included the

In the early days of the project, the public

opportunity for questions and input were done

involvement team consulted with Human Rights

in small meetings. Simultaneous Spanish

Accessibility Committee staff on the best way

translation was available at all large public

to remove participation barriers. Suggestions

meetings.

included:

•
•
•
•

Outreach to the African-American community
Braille translated materials delivered early

included 10 individual interviews, a presentation

to participants for review, utilizing the

at Blacks in Government, outreach at a hair

Eugene Public Library Braille Translator

salon, a church, and outreach work at the Martin

Promotion and provision of assisted

Luther King, Jr. Day Celebration. Participation

listening devices

and historical documents provided by members

Provision of American Sign Language

of the African-American community helped to

interpreters upon request

develop the master plan’s representation of the

Hold any public meeting in a location that

cultural history of the riverfront site.

is accessible to every level of functional
mobility

The design team met twice with the Human
Rights Accessibility Committee; once, to receive
input and, months later, to show how their input
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Project Website
A project website (www.eugeneriverfront.com)
was set-up and maintained by Rowell Brokaw
Architects as a pro bono community resource.
The website allowed people to engage with
the project even if they were unable to attend
meetings, and also included RSVP forms
for public events. The site was an important
vehicle for sharing background information,
design documents, historic references, meeting
summaries, work by the Community Advisory
Team, and public presentations. The website
was available to everyone at any time, and
included an email link to the design team on
every page. Comments submitted to the website
were also compiled and distributed to the
Community Advisory Team every 4-6 weeks.
Over 30 personal letters were sent to
community members in response to web
comments and questions submitted online.
Responses were generally written by the project
manager and were always timely, respectful
and informative. Many expressed appreciation
for the quality of these responses. Repeated
questions also indicated areas where the
design proposal needed more development,
emphasis or explanation. Above all, taking the
time to respond thoroughly to all comments
helped build the integrity of the master planning
process and kept community members informed
as the design developed.
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Design Process
After developing a scope of work, Rowell Brokaw

Fall 2009

Architects created a project schedule that met

At the first public event in September, the design

the nine MOU requirements and would allow for

team’s presentation focused on site context,

the development of a community-led design. The

history, vision, and what types of elements a

integrated design process led by Rowell Brokaw

master plan can control. Immediately following

Architects flowed roughly as follows:

this meeting, Rowell Brokaw Architects led a
design charrette with the support of the local

Summer 2009

AIA-SWO chapter. This intensive event was

The project began with substantial research, site

attended by 80 members of the professional

visits, and more than 125 stakeholder interviews

design community and public and generated

to develop a clear understanding of pivotal

several important themes and recommendations

issues and community visions for the riverfront.

(page 57). In the weeks that followed, the design

Technical reports, planning documents,

team developed several design alternatives

previous planning processes, redevelopment

that were consistent with the CAT’s Guiding

standards, and existing policies were reviewed

Principles, Downtown Plan criteria, and input

to provide context and knowledge to the design

from the public. Working with the CAT, multiple

team. Relevant content from this research was

alternatives were refined to three design options.

discussed in bimonthly CAT meetings. The
development and consensus approval of seven

The Design Options were presented to the

Guiding Principles was a project milestone,

public on November 10, at an event that filled

as it gave additional definition to the work and

EWEB’s North Building beyond capacity. The

expressed the CAT’s shared values. A set of

design team’s presentation quickly brought

project assumptions that outlined critical design

new attendees up to speed and explained how

considerations and a series of use scenarios

access, open space, block structure and overall

against which to test the plan’s flexibility were

character differed among the options. Hundreds

also approved by CAT consensus.

of comments were collected and reviewed by the
design team immediately following the meeting,

Following the approval of the public engagement

and this input helped determine which elements

plan in July, the design team began leading

of the three designs should be carried forward in

issue-specific focus groups to address

a single design. The CAT held an extra meeting

the themes of transportation, site ecology,

the day after this important event to discuss the

sustainable urbanism, development, and arts

public’s input with the design team. Strong public

and history. Input from these discussions,

support for several themes had emerged:

stakeholder interviews, and CAT meetings were
invaluable to the framing of the project. By some
standards, this would have been considered a
“slow start,” but it would not be possible to create
a community-led design without orienting the
public to the project and listening to input and
concerns at the outset.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make it a mixed-use, urban riverfront
Integrate the river and city environments
Improve connections and access for all
Create new habitat and open space
Celebrate the history of the site
Allow for future amenities like Millrace
Provide places for people to gather
Include a new connection to Alton Baker
Create something unique, authentic
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Option 1: City Green

Option 2: Organic Plazas

Option 3: River Bow
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Winter 2010
Work on a single design continued with public
input via community presentations and meetings
with the local committee on accessibility. The
single design developed with a more elegant
Riverfront Street that swings away from the
river, and an emphasis on the creation of a
contemporary, native landscape. The creation
of public amenities along the riverfront was also
emphasized. Opportunities to “touch the water”
are removed in response to concerns for safety
along this swift edge. An independent ecological
assessment of the design was also completed
at this time, and its final recommendations are
found to be largely consistent with the design
(see Appendix). When a single design option
Option 4: Single Design Concept

is presented to 300 community members on
March 3, more than 80% signaled their approval.
Specific input regarding the riverfront Cultural
Landscape was sought, as was feedback that
would later help to inform the development of
design guidelines.
Spring 2010
After the March 3 event, the design team and
CAT worked to refine the design concept based
on public input and in accordance with the MOU
requirements. A final ecological report was
submitted for the project and a set of design
guidelines that direct the form of redevelopment
allowed on the site are developed. Guidelines
include height limits, build-to lines, street types,
open space types, driveway locations, and
architectural elements that support the creation

Final Design
Three Design Options, all of which met the project’s
riverfront criteria and Guiding Principles, show different
organizations of open space, streets and block
structure on the EWEB site (left). Public input on these
options led to the development of a new single design
option (above, top). During the final three months
of the design process, refinements to the Option 4
design proposal were made based on public input,
to generate a final proposal (above). The Community
Advisory Team also worked with Rowell Brokaw
Architects to develop form-based design guidelines
that provide further articulation of the project vision.

of a safe, pedestrian-friendly neighborhood,
among others. All new construction is also
required to meet the LEED-NC certification
standard. The CAT gave its consensus approval
of the design’s response to the MOU in April
2010 and a public Open House attended by
nearly 200 people was then held on an area
of the EWEB Operations Yard that is normally
closed to the public in May. The EWEB Board
unanimously approved the plan on June 1.
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EWEB Riverfront
Master Plan Design
Design Summary
Illustrative Plan
Design Objectives + Sustainability
Setting-Out Diagram
Future + Off-Site Decisions
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Design Summary
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan envisions

The “Great Street” framework of Downtown

a green redevelopment of EWEB’s 27-acre

extends into the site at 5th and 8th Avenues, and

riverfront property with 8 acres of public open

a “Great Loop” is formed by the graceful arc of

space, new construction and adaptive re-use

Riverfront Street as it swings away from the river,

of buildings, pedestrian-oriented streets

north to south. This creates a clear and simple

connecting Downtown Eugene to the Willamette

route to the river, and is accessible to people of

River, and a Cultural Landscape that displays

all ages and abilities. Secondary streets follow

the ecological, social, industrial and civic history

the utility easements that must remain, and

of this place.

provide redundant access that allow Riverfront

The plan provides continuity of the riparian river
edge, exceeding the setback standards of the
Willamette Greenway. Instead of adhering to a

Street to be closed to traffic. These streets also
contribute nearly 300 on-street parking spaces
to support ground-level uses.

fixed setback dimension, the open space and

The streets extend the block structure of the

habitat zones extend into the site and into the

city where possible, and introduce irregular but

city in multiple locations—weaving the urban

developable blocks along the riverfront. The

and river environments, and literally bringing the

three blocks along Riverfront Street form an

river into the city.

elegant curve that captures striking up-river

The bike path is relocated and widened in a

views.

graceful arc set back from the river bank. This

Between the street and the river-edge open

allows for alteration of the steep bank to a

space, Restaurant Row, a public boardwalk and

more gentle grade, improving views to the river,

the 5th Avenue Plaza create a “people place”

creating a place for pedestrian trails, and giving

that is the focus of activity, a gathering place

safe access to manage invasive vegetation.

along the river. These small buildings offer

The arc of open space along the river is
proposed as a “Cultural Landscape” integrating
art, stories and artifacts from the site’s rich
history. Significant elements include the
Millpond stormwater swale constructed on the
Ferry Street axis, and the Steam Plant, which
sits as an object within the open space. This is
a different kind of park, a unique contribution to
the larger river park system, and an appropriate
link between the city, the river and our history.

prime locations for amenities that exist nowhere
else on the river. Pedestrian passages between
buildings create an open and accessible
threshold to the river edge.

Quick Facts
•

8 acres of new public open space

•

8 acres of new development

•

8 acres for adaptive reuse
(Steam Plant, Operations Warehouse, etc.)

•

4 acres of green streets and bike/ped paths
Public Open Space
Primary Paths + Boardwalks
Redevelopment Blocks / Private Open Space
Restaurant Row
Riverfront Street / Great Loop
Secondary Streets
Water Features
Public Plazas + Gathering Spaces
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Illustrative Plan
The illustrative site plan shows the master

bicyclists and pedestrians along the open space

plan’s framework of streets, open space and

adjacent to Restaurant Row. A proposed bike/

redevelopment blocks proposed for the EWEB

pedestrian bridge connection to Alton Baker

property. A continuous area of public open

Park is also shown as a dashed line on axis with

space and the riverfront path system extend the

the Great Street of 8th Avenue.

length of the downtown riverfront. This open
space includes riparian enhancement, new
habitat, a public plaza, nature paths, a public
boardwalk, and a “natives garden” as one of the
experiential education opportunities in the open
space program.

To the southeast corner of the site, the EWEB
substation and former manufactured gas plant
(MGP) site will remain in EWEB ownership
for the foreseeable future. The master plan
proposes to reuse the capped MGP site as
a pollinator knoll, by piling the soil excavated

While creating new blocks for redevelopment,

from the laying back of the riverbank slope in

the design framework accommodates the

the central portion of the site. This landscape

adaptive reuse of several existing buildings,

element creates a visible public amenity at a

including the EWEB Headquarters buildings,

critical location, and provides dramatic views

Operations Warehouse, Steam Plant and

both up and down river. The knoll offers a visual

Midgley’s Building.

terminus to 8th Avenue view corridor as one

Preliminary density studies show the ability
to add 250-400 residential dwellings to the
downtown core with this master plan. New office
space, live/work options, and focused areas

approaches from downtown, and also has the
potential to provide habitat for pollinators and
songbirds (see Ecological Assessment and
Design, Appendix).

of retail and commercial are also proposed,
specifically along “Restaurant Row,” which
provides small-scale public amenities to the
riverfront path system and new open space.
Public access is provided by the creation
of a Riverfront Street, which connects 5th
Avenue and 8th Avenues through the site.
Where possible, connections to existing city
infrastructure are made. The plan also includes
improvements to bike/ped connections to the
riverfront, and a separated path system for
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EWEB Plaza

Midgley’s
Building
EWEB
Headquarters
Building

Public Plaza

Operations
Warehouse

Public Boardwalk
Restaurant Row

Millpond Swale

Steam
Plant

Willamette Substation

Pollinator Knoll
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Representations of the master plan show
the proposed integration of natural and urban
environments on the EWEB property: a view along
the Millpond Swale toward the river (top) and
overlooking the riverfront open space and Restaurant
Row (above). An aerial view from above Alton Baker
Park shows the site’s new connections to downtown
(right, top), as well as the redevelopment of properties
adjacent to 5th Street Market (right, below).
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Design proposal view from the east
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Design Objectives
The following design objectives are intended to

Encourage Variety & Diversity

support stated community goals and the master

Allow for a variety of housing and buildings of

plan vision:

mixed types that support a diverse population
of residents and that promote an active, vibrant

Connect Public Spaces

environment by day and night.

Maintain and enhance a continuous and diverse
public realm through a network of streets,

Establish View Corridors

paths and public open space, including parks,

Maintain and enhance views to the riverfront

promenades and plazas along the riverfront.

open space and Willamette River.

Create High-Quality Open Space

Support the Public Realm

Configure and design the open space system to

Guide building form and uses to reinforce the

serve as a city-wide and regional resource and

public character of streets, open space and

celebrate the city’s relationship with its central

riverfront amenities.

waterway.
Be Site Specific
Design Green Streets for People

Reinforce the spatial characteristics of Eugene’s

Create walkable and lively public streets, open

riverfront and open space, and take advantage

spaces and pedestrian ways that provide strong

of this unique riverfront setting and its history.

visual and pedestrian linkages between the
riverfront and adjacent areas.

Activate the Street Edge
Introduce ground-level activities and spatial

Create a Flexible Framework

relationships that enliven streets and public

Establish a flexible framework that allows

spaces.

a range of cultural, residential, recreational
and commercial activities, and that allows for

Model Sustainable Redevelopment

creativity in the future.

Located within the city core, the EWEB site
provides an opportunity to redevelop a brownfill
site into a lively, mixed-use, multi-modal
neighborhood that integrates people, urban
habitat, natural systems, green infrastructure,
and green architecture.
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Modeling Sustainability
The EWEB Riverfront Master Plan presents an

Blue / Green Infrastructure

opportunity to model sustainable redevelopment

Blue / Green Infrastructure is the ability to

for the benefit of the city, the community, and

integrate water, energy and ecology into site

the environment. Key aspects of sustainable

development infrastructure. Efficiencies are

redevelopment addressed by the master plan

achieved by serving more than one function

include:

simultaneously. One such example of such
infrastructure is the Millpond Swale. It serves

Energy

a stormwater collection and cleansing purpose,

Energy conservation is an integral part of the

and provides naturalized habitat area for aquatic,

master plan. Walkable redevelopment near the

aviary and wildlife species. It also functions as an

city center can reduce transportation-related

open space amenity and riverfront park area.

energy use, which in 2005 accounted for 51%
of Eugene’s CO2 emissions. LEED certification

Ecosystems + Habitat

requirements encourage passive heating and

The variety of proposed open space types

cooling strategies that reduce energy loads in

provides a diversity of habitat, which increases

buildings. Highly efficient heating and cooling

the biodiversity throughout the project site both

systems could become feasible with the

on public and private parcels. Where appropriate,

implementation of a district-wide energy system

habitat zones can be usable open space, and

that shares energy among multiple buildings.

can serve as educational opportunities. Plantings

A fatal flaw analysis of the feasibility of such a

should be native/non-invasive species.

system has been completed for the plan (see
Appendix, Project Memorandums). These

Materials

super-efficient systems have been implemented

Materials play an important role in sustainable

in Portland, Seattle, Vancouver and Victoria.

redevelopment, and in creating authentic places

On-site renewable energy production, including

that connect to history. Site materials and

photovoltaics, solar thermal and neighborhood

buildings should be re-used when possible, and

energy plants is also encouraged.

new materials should be regionally sourced.
Materials should be durable, recyclable,

Water

renewable, and not harmful to the environment.

Water quality of the Willamette River is critical for
fish habitat and a healthy river environs. Water

LEED Requirement

treatment, retention and detention all play a

To encourage sustainable practices and

role in the proposed stormwater management

provide a flexible framework for achieving

strategy, which can reduce direct flows into the

sustainability goals, the master plan requires

river by up to 65%. The stormwater strategy

that all new construction on the EWEB

manages quality and quantity of runoff within

property meet the USGBC’s Leadership in

the site catchment area. The surface/stormwater

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

systems are integral to the landscape form and

certification standard. It is also possible for

character, and are educational features on the

this redevelopment to meet the LEED for

site. LEED certification encourages reduction of

Neighborhoods standard, an accomplishment

water consumption and the recycling of water.

that would make it a national exemplar of
sustainable urbanism.
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3rd Ave

1

New Street accommodates
viaduct columns and existing
Operations Warehouse

Mill St

High St

2

4th Ave

Minimum of 100’
from crossing to
new street intersection

3
5th Ave

Riverfront Street comes no
closer to river than existing
river-side face EWEB
Headquarters Building
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Existing Hilyard Street
railroad crossing to be relocated
to align with 8th Avenue

6
New streets to align
with existing easements

Ferry St

7th Ave

8th Ave

Setting-Out Diagram
Some of the key factors that influenced the

4. Riverfront Street to run on the south/west side

development of the master plan’s urban form,

of the existing Steam Plant.

circulation network, and open space include:
1. 100’ minimum distance on High Street from
the railroad crossing to the new 5th Avenue
extension for safety and Quiet Zone options.
2. 5th Avenue extension straddles the existing
viaduct columns and runs approximately parallel
to the face of the Operations Warehouse.
3. 5th Avenue reaches no closer to the river
than the existing river-side face of the EWEB

5. Existing railroad crossing at Hilyard Street to
be relocated to align with 8th Avenue.
6. New secondary streets to align with existing
underground utilities.
7. Willamette River forces, riverbank stabilization
and opportunities for ecological enhancement.
8. Continuous riverfront path system and public
open space to be established and maintained.

Headquarters Building.
78
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Future & Off-Site Decisions
There are a number of off-site opportunities and future decisions that were not a part of the EWEB
Riverfront Master Plan, but that might be considered as the EWEB site redevelops:
1. A daylighted Millrace along 8th Avenue or Ferry Street
2. A new pedestrian and bicycle bridge to Alton Baker Park
3. Extension of a “Great, Green Street” along 8th Avenue to the Park Blocks
4. Development and/or reuse of the city-owned parcel at Ferry Street and 8th Avenue
5. Development of the adjacent block west of High Street, between the railroad and 4th Avenue
6. Relocation of riverfront power lines
7. A railroad “Quiet Zone” and safety upgrades for existing at-grade crossings
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EWEB Riverfront
Urban Design
Urban Framework Diagrams
Form-Based Design Guidelines
Guideline Summaries By Area
Street Types
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Railroad Crossings
The total number of at-grade railroad crossings in Eugene is fixed.
Additional crossings are not allowed, but it is possible for existing
crossings to be relocated. The Courthouse District Plan anticipated the
relocation of the existing at-grade crossing located at Hilyard Street to
align with 8th Avenue. The Master Plan assumes this relocation will occur
to make a safe and direct connection across the railroad tracks to the
riverfront.
The existing crossings at Pearl Street and High Street will remain. The
intersection of the 5th Avenue extension and High Street must be no
closer than 100’ from the track crossing to meet safety requirements. The
quad gate security measures required to create a Quiet Zone in Eugene
are technically feasible at the existing and relocated crossings.
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The plan’s street pattern extends the Eugene Downtown Plan “Great Street”
concept to the riverfront and builds on existing street infrastructure where
possible. 8th Avenue is extended across the railroad tracks from its existing
terminus, and 5th Avenue is extended east from High Street, offset for safety

d St.

Broadway

Hilyar

Street Hierarchy & Circulation

Bicycle Routes
Primary Street
Secondary Streets
Existing Streets
Service Alleys
(flexible location)

reasons. 8th and 5th Avenues connect to create Riverfront Street, which
arcs through the site to form a “Great Loop” New connections to existing
streets are made at High and Mill Streets, and 4th, 6th and 8th Avenues. New
connections to existing bike paths are in alignment with 8th Avenue.
Riverfront Street is the primary new public right-of-way. Secondary streets
connect with the existing street grid at 4th Avenue and Mill Street and align
with existing underground utilities. Secondary streets provide redundant
access and allow Riverfront Street to be closed to vehicular traffic for events.
All streets contribute to the proposal’s on-street parking strategy. Mid-block
alley locations are flexible; they are intended to provide block permeability,
and service and access away from the building’s public face.
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Block Pattern
Eugene’s typical block pattern measures 400’ x 400’ (centerline to
centerline) and is subdivided by mid-block alleys in both directions.
On the EWEB site, the block pattern is adjusted to respond to the curve
of the river, railroad corridor, and location of existing buildings. New
blocks are oriented to take advantage of beautiful views and establish
view corridors down secondary streets to the river. Mid-block alleys are
necessary for service and access but locations have some flexibility.
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Blocks & Parcels

Larger Grain
Middle Grain

The block structure generated by the master plan responds to immovable

Fine Grain

conditions (Willamette River, Ferry Street Viaduct, Union Pacific Railroad)
and the need to create public access to the riverfront.
Where possible, the block structure connects to Eugene’s historic urban
fabric and supports the creation of a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented public
realm. The blocks could be divided into parcels in several ways, all of
which should reinforce the basic character and framework of streets and
open space created by the master plan. Block and parcel dimensions
have been tested for basic feasibility in relationship to known building
types. Parcel recommendations also respond to the differing character of
the property’s sub-areas (e.g., the central riverfront blocks versus west of
the viaduct).
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View Corridors
The proposed street alignments are intended to afford several view
corridors to the river. 4th Avenue already terminates in a framed view
between the two EWEB buildings. The new 5th Avenue extension offers
a widening vista of the river once one has passed beneath the viaduct.
Fortunately, the existing underground utility easements beneath Millrace
Lane and Water Lane also offer two new tightly framed views of the river.
The recently constructed alignment of Ferry Street where it meets 6th
Avenue and Hilyard offers a broad vista of the river and park beyond, as
does the new railroad crossing at 8th Avenue.
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Bicycle Routes

Pedestrians & Bicycle Routes

Pedestrian Routes and Areas

The diagram shows the proposed network of sidewalks and paths that
will accompany the new street layout on the EWEB site. Pedestrian paths
will occur on both sides of all the streets and connect with the enhanced
configuration of the existing riverfront path and bicycle route. A boardwalk
along Restaurant Row will provide opportunities for outdoor dining and
activities overlooking the river.
A recommended location is shown for a new pedestrian and bicycle bridge
linking 8th Avenue and Alton Baker Park. This, together with the existing
pedestrian bridge next near Ferry Street Bridge, could create an easily
walkable loop connecting the riverfront to Alton Baker Park, and Alton
Baker Park with Downtown Eugene via the Great Street of 8th Avenue.
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Regional & Community Transit
Most of the EWEB property is within a 10-minute walking distance
(equivalent to about a 1/2-mile) of the Eugene/Springfield Amtrak Station,
which is a candidate for the improved Cascadia high-speed rail service.
The property is also within reach of Lane Transit District’s EmX Bus
Rapid Transit service as well as the Breeze line serving the University,
Downtown and areas north of the river.
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Recommended Bus Service

Local Transit

Existing Bus Route with Stop
Proposed ‘Great Loop’ Transit,
Service to Downtown and River

Connect to Existing Service: This diagram shows how existing bus
service might be rerouted to serve the site. Currently the Breeze turns
down Pearl Street from 5th Avenue before turning along 7th Avenue to the
viaduct. It would be possible to serve the site by looping the bus along 5th
and 8th Avenues. The Breeze offers valuable connections with Downtown
and the University and to the Coburg Road corridor.
Create a “Great Loop” with Public Transit: The creation of a new public
transit service that connects Downtown with the riverfront was popular
during conversations with the community and would provide additional
access and visibility to the riverfront site.
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Urban Design Guidelines
The design guidelines for the riverfront property establish requirements
and recommendations for redevelopment. These form-based guidelines
define a three-dimensional framework for redevelopment and define uses
only as necessary to articulate the vision for the master plan.

Form-Based Guidelines
Form-based urban design standards articulate a design vision by defining
the street and block pattern, parcel dimensions, location and configuration
of buildings, and building height and massing. They build on the twodimensional land-use pattern typical of conventional zoning.
The building envelope and use requirements help define the character of
public streets and plazas, create active uses at the ground level, address
the scale and massing of buildings, provide privacy for residential uses,
create variety, and consider solar access to riverfront open space.
As a whole, the design guidelines do the following:
•

Promote redevelopment that fulfills the Principles and Criteria of the
Master Plan

•

Allow for flexibility and unforeseen market conditions while achieving
the Goals and Vision of the Master Plan

•

Establish redevelopment requirements and limits consistent with the
Principles and Criteria of the Master Plan

•

Contain recommendations and alternative scenarios that could
achieve the vision of the Master Plan

Design Guidelines: Specific Area Descriptions
These pages provide an overview of the design guidelines that apply to
each area of the riverfront property and give an impression of the building
envelope and vision for the public realm.

Street Types
Street standards establish the proposed composition, overall width, lanes,
landscaping, edges and intersections for primary streets and paths.
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Retail + People Requirements
Though the master plan is primarily described by form-based guidelines,
there are two zones with use requirements. To succeed on this site, retail
will likely need to be tightly focused, facing or adjacent to other retail, and
located in public, desirable locations. Thus, two areas have been identified
with a retail/commercial use requirement: Restaurant Row, where spaces
should take advantage of their riverfront location while also addressing
Riverfront Street, and at the corner of High and the extension of 5th
Avenue. This use and the orientation of Train Whistle Plaza work together
to guide pedestrians to the riverfront and complement adjacent amenities.
A residential use requirement above the ground floor on the west side of
Riverfront Street ensures that the riverfront is a people place with a critical
mass of residents to support good placemaking. This requirement puts
“eyes on the park” and encourages the development of a new community
that is active by day and night.
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Active Frontage

Active Frontage

Active frontages are required to have a high degree of ground-level
transparency, entries facing the street, minimal driveway curbcuts, and

Residential
Requirement
Above Ground Floor

active engagement with the sidewalk. Certain locations of the plan are
required to have active frontage in order to support an enlivened public
realm.
The frequency of entries and relationship to the street that are often
associated with residential uses can do many things to support an active
frontage. The decision to require residential uses above the ground floor
along the west side of Riverfront Street reflects the desire to create a
people-populated place with 24-hour activity.
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Build-to Lines
The proposed build-to lines establish strong street frontages that,
in turn, support the development of a strong public realm. The
build-to lines coincide with the street right-of-way lines in most
cases, with the exception of the areas to the west of the viaduct
where a required setback is noted (along 4th and 5th Avenues).
In those cases, a setback up to 10’ is allowed and is intended
to provide privacy for ground-floor uses and to accommodate
elements such as porches, stoops, balconies, landscaping and
front yards.
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5’-10’
Step-Back
Permitted
Bay Window
Encroachment

60’

Permitted
Encroachment:
Balconies,
Porches, Stoops

Street Right-of-Way
3’-10’ Setback

Street Right-of-Way
3’-10’ Setback

Example Setbacks & Encroachments

Example Step-Back From Build-to Line

Setbacks + Step-backs
The street-edge property line defines the separation
between the public right-of-way and the private realm. The
recommended build-to lines define where buildings must be
built to. A minimum percentage of the building face must be

Step-backs
A step-back is a required change in the plane of the
building façade above a certain height. It is intended to
change the scale of the street wall on the upper levels in

built to this line.

order to reduce the impact of taller buildings and maintain

On certain streets, such as Riverfront Street, the build-to line

required on the buildings facing Riverfront Street above

is at the street property line, because a continuous street wall
with ground-floor retail or active uses is desirable.
Setbacks
On other streets likely to have a more residential character,
a setback from the property line is recommended. This
setback zone, which can range from 3’ to 10’, is suitable
for landscaping, front porches, stoops and balconies and is
intended to provide privacy for ground floor residential units as
well as allow for level changes between the sidewalk and the

a pedestrian-oriented street character. Step-backs are
60’ by a 10’ horizontal dimension. This allows a roof-deck
or terrace at the 60’ level and is suitable for creating
additional units on the floors above.
Permitted Encroachments
Architectural elements such as balconies, bay windows,
arcades, stoops and porches are permitted to encroach
into the space beyond the setback or the build-to lines.
Their maximum dimensions are defined in the form-based
design guidelines.

ground floor of the building.
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Access + Service Driveways
The master plan’s guiding principles direct the development of a street
network that is cohesive, urban, green, well-connected, multimodal,
accessible and pedestrian-oriented. To articulate this vision, driveway
access is restricted along certain street frontages. Parking and service
access should occur either from side streets or from mid-block service
alleys, courts or lanes.
By directing service access and loading to secondary streets and
alleyways, the main street is freed to safely accommodate multimodal
traffic and maintain storefront visibility. This design guideline does not
prescribe specific locations for access or impede service access to any
parcel. The secondary streets, service alleys and on-street delivery
parking can adequately serve the redevelopment blocks.
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Height Limits
West of the Viaduct

Central Blocks / Restaurant Row

The Whiteaker Area Plan and Skinner Butte Height

The height limits in the Central Blocks respond to known

Limitation zoning provide existing height restrictions in this

building type requirements and current construction type

area, and the master plan proposals are consistent with

limits. Much of this sub-area is governed by an 80’ height

these limits. To the north of 4th Avenue, a 45’ height limit

limit. Along Riverfront Avenue, stepbacks are required

exists and is proposed for the EWEB properties guided by

above 60’ and a 120’ limit exists adjacent to the viaduct.

this master plan. To the south of 4th Avenue, where the

The height limit for Restaurant Row is two stories or a 38’

average elevation on the EWEB property is 422’, a 500’

maximum with a green roof/habitat requirement where

elevation limit already exists (this is noted as a ~78’ limit).

rooftops are unoccupied.

EWEB Headquarters

Steam Plant

The existing main EWEB Headquarters building provides

The existing Steam Plant provides the 55-foot height limit

the height limit for this sub-area.

for any new construction in this zone. Additions to the
existing structure can reach 75’ with a minimum of a 5’
stepback at the roof of the existing structure (55’).
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Parking Strategy
The master plan adopts a Downtown-oriented

Convenient bicycle parking is especially

parking strategy, encouraging alternate means

important given the prominent location of the

of transportation–pedestrian, bicycle and public

site on the bike path. Ample bicycle parking

transport–while recognizing the importance

should be provided near Restaurant Row along

of adequate access and on-street parking to

the street and close to the 5th Avenue plaza,

support the kinds of uses desired along the

and incorporated with street design. Some

riverfront. Surface parking is not an allowed

covered bike parking should also be included.

use, except in specific locations related to
existing buildings and transitional uses. With
access to the bike path and connections to
Downtown, it is expected that parking ratios can
be smaller than in more auto-dominated parts
of the city. Shared off-street parking between
daytime and evening uses is also encouraged.

Small surface parking lots of up to six spaces,
including accessible, vanpool and loading
spaces, are allowed in conjunction with
buildings within the central development blocks
and blocks west of the viaduct. These lots
should be located internal to blocks, not fronting
5th Avenue or Riverfront Street. The Steam

The on-street parking capacity of the master

Plant may have on-site surface parking on the

plan is approximately 300 cars, all located

south-west and south-east sides to support

within one or two blocks from the riverfront. This

its adaptive reuse. Interim surface parking

capacity meets the demand for the envisioned

associated with the EWEB Headquarters

retail and commercial uses and is an important

Building and Operations Warehouse are also

factor in the feasibility of Restaurant Row.

allowed (see Interim Parking Strategies, under

Individual redevelopment blocks are required

Implementation). This parking exception is

to “self-park” to accommodate parking for

independent of EWEB’s presence on the site

residential or other uses (see Parking Strategies

and preserves the current economic value of the

& Building Types, page 176). The diagram

EWEB buildings. The existing surface parking

at right illustrates the location of parallel and

lots now serve EWEB customers and staff, and

perpendicular on-street parking.

provide parking for community meetings held in

Streets in the master plan are designed to have
parallel parking, except along the 5th Avenue
Plaza. Railroad Street and Millrace Lane both
have perpendicular parking on one side to
increase the on-street capacity. The south-west

the EWEB North Building. Surface parking may
also remain at the Midgley’s Building associated
with current use. All new surface parking must
meet planting and buffer requirements where
required by city code.

side of Railroad Street is particularly useful to

Without surface parking lots, it is expected

increase parking capacity, with head-in parking

that shared structured parking would be

along the length of the railroad frontage. With

necessary for full build-out of the site. The land

clear street connections along Millrace Lane

immediately under and around the viaduct will

and Water Lane to the river, this provides

likely be the last to develop, and can serve as

convenient parking within one block of the

interim parking for the EWEB Headquarters.

riverfront, but locates most automobiles away

If other office buildings are constructed, the

from the river edge open space.

accommodation of structured parking on the
EWEB property or a nearby parcel will be an
important consideration.
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West of Viaduct
EWEB Headquarters
Central Blocks
Steam Plant
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Area Descriptions for Guidelines
West of the Viaduct

Central Blocks / Restaurant Row

The EWEB property to the west of the viaduct is

The Central Blocks, Restaurant Row and

immediately adjacent to the historic Skinner Butte

associated riverfront open space are proposed for

neighborhood and the vibrant retail destination

the heart of the utility’s Operation’s Yard. Bounded

of 5th Street Public Market and the 5th Avenue

by the EWEB Headquarters and Steam Plant

shops. The proposed scale of redevelopment

along the riverfront, and the viaduct and railroad

responds to this surrounding residential character

corridor behind, this area proposes three blocks of

and makes strong connections to popular areas.

redevelopment with views to the Willamette River.

Existing public streets (Mill and High Streets and

Restaurant Row provides public amenities to the

4th Avenue) provide access to some of these

riverfront path system and proposed open space,

blocks.

and requires greenroof habitat where rooftops are
unoccupied. The required uses along both sides

EWEB Headquarters

of Riverfront Street provide “eyes on the park,”

The EWEB Headquarters provides an ideal

generate a sense of shared concern for the public

location for office or institutional uses in a location

open space, and encourage vitality in this area by

that provides dramatic views of the Willamette

day and night.

River. These buildings frame a view of the river
and provide a terminus to 4th Avenue at the EWEB

Steam Plant

fountain. Redevelopment recommendations for

The Steam Plant has the potential to create a

this area are consistent with the existing character

celebrated destination and connections to historic

and stated community goals. The block between

uses on the riverfront property. The “public-works

the main Headquarters Building and the viaduct

era” character of the original 1930s structure and

could provide additional office space, a mixed-use

its concrete addition will be maintained with the

building, or a wrapped parking garage that could

contemporary reuse of this structure. This area

eliminate the need for the surface parking lots

includes the EWEB substation, the former MGP

along 4th Avenue.

site, and a required connection to the Riverbank
Trail on axis with 8th Avenue. The proposal
repurposes the former MGP site as a riverfront
overlook—a “pollinator knoll”—that terminates the
view corridor of 8th Avenue and proposes a site
for ecological interpretation. EWEB will maintain
ownership of this parcel and the substation.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
West of the Viaduct

PL

PL

PL

~78 ft. maximum
(500 ft. above sea level)

PL
~78 ft. maximum
(500 ft. above sea level)
3-10’ setback zone

3-10’ setback zone
45 ft. maximum

Facade articulation of 5 ft.
minimum at intervals of 80 ft.
maximum
Active frontage required Porches, stoops and multiple
entries required for residential

Facade articulation of 5 ft.
minimum at intervals of 80 ft.
maximum

private open space

Active frontage required Porches, stoops and multiple entries
required for residential
Active Use

Active Use

Raingardens beyond

Raingardens beyond

Main entries oriented to public street

Main entries oriented to public street

5th Avenue

4th Avenue

Street Section through 4th and 5th Avenues

Overview

Design guidelines are set to reinforce the strong residential
and mixed-use character of the 5th Avenue and Skinner Butte
neighborhoods, with frequent entries marked by awnings,
porches, stoops and landscaping. All buildings are oriented to
the public street. Standards are also set to reduce the impact
of curb cuts and driveways and to support the pedestrian
experience of the public realm with setbacks, build-to lines
and facade articulation as necessary.

Recommendations

Uses
Multi-family residential, mixed-use, office, community
services and screened parking to support uses

Ground Level
Tall retail storefronts should be oriented to the street and
include a high degree of transparency.
Encroachments
4 ft. maximum depth of ‘bay window’ encroachments
allowed above 12 ft., 14 ft. maximum width
Blocks
1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4, 5 & 6

Sub-Area Key
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Requirements
Height Maximums

North of 4th Avenue: 4 stories, 45 ft. maximum
Elsewhere: Up to 7 stories, ~78 ft. maximum (500 ft. elevation)

Build-to Lines

Required to match setback requirements

Setbacks

3-10 ft. along 5th Avenue, except within 30 ft. of a street
intersection

Step-Backs
None required

Building Articulation

Facade articulation of 5 ft. minimum at intervals of 80 ft. maximum

Uses + Construction Requirements

Refer to Use Guidelines. LEED-NC certification standard.

Ground Level

Active frontage facing 5th Avenue. Canopies, balconies, awnings
or other overhead elements should occur at regular intervals to
identify retail, and/or mark entries and building lobbies.
Porches, stoops and multiple entries should occur where
residential uses occur.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

DESIGN GUIDELINES
EWEB Headquarters

PL

PL

PL

PL
80 ft. maximum

80 ft. maximum
Unit

Existing Headquarters
Building provides height maximum

10 ft. step-back above 60 ft. required
Unit

60 ft. maximum at property line

Unit

Facade articulation of 5 ft. minimum at
intervals of 80 ft. maximum

Unit

Permitted 4 ft. ‘bay window’ encroachment
above 20 ft.

Unit

Unit

Mezz Level

Active Use

Outline of existing Operations Warehouse
beyond

Existing EWEB
Headquarters

Active frontage with canopies, overhangs
or awnings at regular intervals to identify
retail or mark entries and a high degree of
ground-level transparency for retail uses
20 ft. ground floor minimum with
mezzanine allowed

Rain gardens beyond

Identify entries with canopies,
overhangs or awnings

Active Use

Bioswale

Ferry Lane

5th Avenue

Street Section through 5th Avenue (East of Viaduct)

Overview

Height limits, build-to requirements and setbacks are established to
allow office development, to buffer parking uses, and to match the
proposed architectural character along 5th Avenue and Riverfront
Streets. The guidelines also recognize the site across from the existing
EWEB Headquarters Building as a potential location for new office use,
mixed-use, or wrappedl parking that could serve the EWEB site and
eliminate the need for the existing surface parking lots on 4th Avenue.

Recommendations

Street Section through Ferry Lane

Requirements
Height Maximums
- 7 stories or 80 ft. with 10’ minimum step-back above 60’
- Existing Headquarters provides height limits on 7b
- 20 ft. minimum ground floor height, west side of
Riverfront Street, mezzanine allowed

Build-to Lines

Required along 5th Avenue

Uses
Office, mixed-use and parking

Setbacks

Ground Level
Storefronts should be oriented to the street and include a high degree
of transparency. Double-height glazing for new construction facing
Riverfront Street / 5th Avenue.

Step-Backs

Encroachments
4 ft. maximum depth of ‘bay window’ encroachments
allowed above 12 ft., 14 ft. maximum width
Blocks
7a & 7b (EWEB Headquarters), references to 8a and 8b

None required
10 ft. minimum required above 60 ft. along 5th Avenue

Building Articulation

With new construction, facade articulation of 5 ft.
minimum at intervals of 80 ft. maximum required along
5th Avenue.

Uses + Construction Requirements

Refer to Use Guidelines. LEED-NC certification standard.
Residential requirement above ground floor on block 8b.

Ground Level

Active frontage facing 5th Avenue and Riverfront
Streets. Canopies, balconies, awnings or other
overhead elements should occur at regular intervals to
identify retail, and/or mark entries and building lobbies.

Location Key
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
Central Blocks and Restaurant Row (1 of 3)
PL

80 ft. maximum height west of
Riverfront Street

10 ft. step-back above 60 ft. required

Unit

60 ft. maximum at property line

PL

PL

Unit

Facade articulation of 5 ft. minimum at
intervals of 80 ft. maximum

Unit

38 ft. maximum

Unit

Permitted 4 ft. ‘bay window’ encroachment above 20 ft.

Greenroof / habitat requirement

Unit

Active frontage with canopies, overhangs,
awnings at regular intervals to identify
retail or mark entries and a high degree of
ground-level transparency for retail uses

Mezz Level

Lobby,
Common
Area, Retail
Storefront

20 ft. ground floor minimum with
mezzanine allowed
Active Use

Active Use

Rain gardens beyond

Riverfront Street

Restaurant Row

Public
Boardwalk

New
Bike
Trail

Open Space

Section across Riverfront Street, Restaurant Row and public boardwalk

Overview

Requirements

Building massing and street composition support pedestrian
activity, active streets and spatial definition that reinforces this
unique riverfront setting. Buildings are oriented to the street.
Other guidelines are set to reduce the impact of service
driveways along Riverfront Street. Building step-backs are
established to support the character of the public realm and
maintain solar access to open space and public amenities.

See Height Maximums Diagram:
- 7 stories or 80 ft. with 10’ minimum step-back above 60’ height
- 11 stories or 120 ft. where noted, bulk controls apply
- 20 ft. minimum ground floor height, west side of Riverfront Street,
mezzanine allowed

Recommendations

Build-to Lines

Uses
Multi-family residential, mixed-use, office, community services
and internal-block parking to support uses
Ground Level
Porches, stoops and multiple entries should occur where
residential uses occur
Encroachments
4 ft. maximum depth of ‘bay window’ encroachments allowed
above 20 ft., 14 ft. maximum width
Blocks
8a (Operations Warehouse Bldg), 8b, 8c, 9a, 9b & 10

Height Maximums

Required along Riverfront Street

Setbacks

None required

Step-Backs

10 ft. minimum required above 60 ft. along Riverfront Street

Building Articulation

Facade articulation of 5 ft. at intervals of 80 ft. maximum required
along Riverfront Street. Pedestrian passthroughs required through
Restaurant Row, connecting Riverfront Street to public open space.

Uses + Construction Requirements

Refer to Use Guidelines: Residential requirement above ground
floor on west side of Riverfront Street and Restaurant Row
allowable uses. LEED-NC certification standard. Habitat / greenroof
requirement where roof unoccupied on Restaurant Row.

Ground Level

Active frontage required along Riverfront Street. Canopies,
overhangs, awnings or other overhead elements should occur at
regular intervals to identify retail and/or mark entries and lobbies.
Location Key
104
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Storefronts, lobbies, common areas and entries to be oriented to
the street and architecturally expressed using high quality materials,
including a high degree of trasparent glazing (clear glass). Multiple
entries required where residential uses occur.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Central Blocks and Restaurant Row (2 of 3)
PL

PL
120 ft. maximum height
overlaly zone on blocks 7a, 8a,
8c & 9a, bulks controls apply.

PL

PL

PL

PL
80 ft. maximum

10 ft. step-back above 60 ft. required

10 ft. step-back above 60 ft. required
60 ft. maximum at property line

60 ft. maximum at property line

+60 ft.

For additional requirements,
see other Central Blocks
Guidelines (page 104)

Railroad Corridor

Railroad Street

Riverfront Street

Private Court

Section at Railroad Street through Interior Central Blocks (blocks #9a & 9b)

Overview
Guidelines for the Central Blocks are set to promote
pedestrian activity, support community vitality and
resilience, and to allow for the development of a vibrant
neighborhood. Buildings are oriented to the street. Access
to off-street parking and loading is allowed. Building stepbacks are established to support the pedestrian-oriented
character of the area.

Recommendations

Uses
Multi-family residential, mixed-use, office, community
services and internal-block parking to support uses
Ground Level
Porches, stoops and multiple entries are encouraged

Build-to Lines
Build to property line encouraged
Setbacks
5 ft. maximum with residential development along Millrace,
Water and Railroad Streets (applies to 85% of total building
facade)
Encroachments
4 ft. maximum depth of ‘bay window’ encroachments
allowed above 12 ft., 14 ft. maximum width
Blocks
8a (Operations Warehouse Bldg), 8b, 8c, 9a, 9b & 10

Requirements
Height Maximums

- 7 stories or 80 ft. with 10’ minimum step-back above 60’ height
- 11 stories or 120 ft. on blocks 9a, 8a, 8c and 7a, bulk controls apply

Bulk Controls

- Maximum floor plate of 8,000 sq. ft.
- Maximum plan dimension of 110 ft.
- Maximum diagonal of 140 ft.
- The top 15% of tower/base combined to be reduced in bulk by 85%
- Minimum space between towers to be 120 ft.

Build-to Lines
None required

Setbacks

None required

Step-Backs

10 ft. minimum required above 60 ft.

Building Articulation

Facade articulation of 5 ft. minimum at intervals of 80 ft. maximum

Uses + Construction Requirements

Refer to Use Guidelines. LEED-NC certification standard.

Ground Level

Active frontage required along Riverfront Street. Canopies,
overhangs, awnings or other overhead elements should occur at
regular intervals to mark entries and building lobbies.
Storefronts, lobbies, common areas and entries to be oriented to
the street. Multiple entries required where residential uses occur.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
Central Blocks and Restaurant Row (3 of 3)

PL

PL

38 ft. maximum
Greenroof / habitat requirement

Active Use

Canopies or awnings to mark entries

Active frontage with a
high degree of
ground-level transparency

Restaurant Row

Public
Boardwalk

New Bike Trail

Nature Trail
Open Space

Section through Restaurant Row and riverfront open space

Overview

Located between Riverfront Street and the riverfront open
space, Restaurant Row has the potential to be the most
“active, vibrant people place” on the downtown riverfront. It
is immediately adjacent to a public boardwalk that stretches
the length of the riverfront’s primary open space. Guidelines
are established with the purpose of enhancing the public
experience of the river. The deliberately small and permeable
parcels of Restaurant Row provide a transition from the more
urban to the more natural landscape. Urban habitat is provided
on rooftops and terraces.

Recommendations
Uses
Restaurant, small retail, and public amenities.
Outdoor seating along boardwalk, passthroughs and
Riverfront Street rooftop terraces
Ground Level
Canopies, overhangs, awnings and other elements at regular
intervals to mark entries and building lobbies.
Double-height storefronts oriented to the street with a high
degree of transparency (clear glass).
Step-Backs
Facing the river to allow for outdoor terraces
Blocks
11

106
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Requirements
Height Maximums
-

30 ft. height limit
38 ft. height limit with residential uses above ground floor
14 ft. minimum ground-floor height
Three-story maximum

Build-to Lines

Required along Riverfront Street and public boardwalk

Setbacks

None required

Step-Backs

None required

Building Articulation

Two pedestrian pass-throughs of 20 ft. minimum width each
Greenroof / habitat requirement where rooftops unoccupied

Uses + Construction Requirements

Refer to Use Guidelines. LEED-NC certification standard.

Ground Level

Active frontage along Riverfront Street. Canopies, awnings or
other overhead elements required at regular intervals to identify
retail and mark entries.
Storefronts, lobbies, common areas to include a high degree of
transparent glazing (clear glass).

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Steam Plant

PL

FOB

FOB

PL
75 ft. maximum
5 ft. step-back above 55 ft.
from face of existing building

55 ft. maximum

Facade articulation of 5 ft.
minimum at intervals of 80 ft.
maximum

Existing Structure

Balconies above 12 ft. o/ public
r.o.w. permitted

Canopies or awnings to mark
entries
Possible Addition

Railroad Corridor

Bike Trail

Riverfront Street

Open Space

Section through Steam Plant

Overview

The Steam Plant provides an ideal anchor among the
adjacent Cultural Landscape and public open space. Design
guidelines are set to both protect the architectural character
of the original Steam Plant structure and its concreteframe addition, and to allow for its adaptive reuse and the
construction of an addition.

Recommendations
Uses
Commercial, institutional, multi-family residential mixed-use,
community services and hospitality.

Requirements
Height Maximums

- 55 ft. for new construction
- Vertical additions within footprint of existing building
can reach 75 ft.

Build-to Lines

Required along Riverfront Street and public open space

Setbacks

As shown on Build-to Lines diagram

Step-Backs

Ground level and roof outdoor terraces allowed.

5 ft. minimum required above 55 ft. with addition to existing
structure

Cantilevered or suspended balconies of 12 ft. minimum depth
above existing main level.

Uses + Construction Requirements

Blocks
12 (Steam Plant Building)

Ground Level

Refer to Use Guidelines. LEED-NC certification standard.

Canopies, awnings or other overhead elements required to
identify use and mark entries.

Architectural Character

Maintain architectural character of the original Steam Plant and
concrete-frame addition with adaptive reuse and retrofit. Cantilevered or suspended balconies allowed.
With new construction, facade articulation of 5 ft. minimum at
intervals of 80 ft. maximum.
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EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Street Types
New public streets serving the riverfront
property will provide new public access to the
riverfront, contribute critical functions to the
landscape stormwater system, provide on-street
parking for riverfront commercial activities, and
connect what were once dead-end streets.

Riverfront Street at Restaurant Row
Proposed Street Composition

71 ft. right-of-way allowance
Two 10 ft. drive lanes, one each direction
8 ft. parallel parking both sides
Corner bump-outs with rain gardens for traffic
calming and stormwater collection
Permeable paving in parking areas collects
stormwater
13’ sidewalk on both sides, special sidewalk
treatment on west side

P
L

P
L

+80 ft.

+60 ft.

Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired
Wider sidewalk east side to accommodate site

+38 ft.

furnishings / public art / and special features
Asphalt road surface
Special paving in sidewalk zone both sides
Street trees in planting areas and rain gardens
along sidewalk

P

62 ft. Right-of-Way

Riverfront Street

108
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EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Riverfront Street at Public Plaza
Proposed Street Composition

71 ft. right-of-way allowance (varies)
Two 10 ft. drive lanes, one each direction
8 ft. parallel parking on east side only
Rain gardens in channeled sidewalk planting
areas
Corner bump-outs with rain gardens for traffic
calming and stormwater collection
Plaza extends through right-of-way and
sidewalk zones
Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired
Special paving road surface extends and is
integrated with pedestrian plaza zone
West side to accommodate site furnishings /
public art / water features / special features
Street trees in planting areas and rain gardens
along sidewalks
Planting areas along west side of the plaza
edge should be wider
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Railroad Street
Proposed Street Composition

70 ft. right-of-way allowance
Two 10 ft. drive lanes, one each direction
13 ft. sidewalk zone on east side
No sidewalk on railroad side
8 ft. parallel parking on one side
18 ft. perpendicular parking on rail side (varies)
Rain gardens located at planting islands along
sidewalks
Bump-outs with rain gardens for traffic calming
and stormwater collection

+120 ft.

Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired
Permeable paving in parking areas collects

P
L

stormwater
Planted buffer between parking and rail edge
+60 ft.

Sidewalk on west side (varies)
Asphalt road surface
Street trees in planting areas along sidewalk
P

P

70 ft. Right-of-Way

Railroad Street
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5th Avenue Extension
Proposed Street Composition

62 ft. right-of-way allowance
Two 10 ft. drive lanes
8 ft. parallel parking both sides
13 ft. sidewalk zone both sides
Special paving in sidewalk zone both sides
Street trees in planting areas and rain gardens
along sidewalks
Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired

PL

Landscaped bioswale on north side increases in
width from High Street to riverfront
Feature areas / public art / interpretation along
path to riverfront
Bump-outs with rain gardens for traffic calming
PL
+78 ft.

and stormwater collection
+78 ft.

Asphalt road surface

P

P

Bioswale,
width varies

62 ft. Right-of-Way
3-10 ft.
Setback

5th Avenue (W of the Viaduct)

3-10 ft.
Setback
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Millrace Lane
Proposed Street Composition

P
L

P
L

+80 ft.

+80 ft.

76 ft. right-of-way allowance
Building beyond

Two 12 ft. drive lanes
8 ft. parallel parking on north side
18 ft. perpendicular parking on south side
Planting islands with street trees separating parking stalls
Rain gardens located at planting islands
Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired

P

P

(58 ft. Right-of-Way beyond)

Corner bump-outs with rain gardens for

76 ft. Right-of-Way

Millrace Lane

traffic calming and stormwater collection
Permeable paving in parking areas collects stormwater
Sidewalk on both sides
Asphalt road surface

Mill Street & Water Lane
Proposed Street Composition

P
L

P
L

Note: Building height limits along Mill Street
and Water Lane differ, but the proposed street
composition is the same.
62 ft. right-of-way allowance
13 ft. sidewalk each side
8 ft. parallel parking both sides
10 ft. drive lanes, one each direction

P

P

Street trees
Rain gardens located at planting islands
Curbs recommended to guide visually impaired
Corner bump-outs with rain gardens for
traffic calming and stormwater collection
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62 ft. Right-of-Way

Water Lane

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

6
4
6
2

5
1

3
6

Street Types
1
2
3
4
5
6

Riverfront Street at Restaurant Row
Riverfront Street at Plaza
Railroad Street
5th Avenue Extension
Millrace Lane
Mill Street & Water Lane
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EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

EWEB Riverfront
Open Space
A Cultural Landscape
Open Space Types + Principles
Open Space Program
Habitat Zones + Native Plants
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EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Deep history, new habitat, improved paths and
public art will be integrated among the 9.2-acre
Cultural Landscape proposed for the downtown
riverfront. The open space principles and strategies
described on the following pages address this largely
public open space, as well as private open space and
green streets on the site.
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Open Space: A Cultural Landscape
The development of a dynamic open space

The ecological design of the open space was

strategy was a primary focus of the master

influenced by the Riverfront Ecological Analysis

planning process. The integration of history,

and Design Report as well as extensive input

ecology and industry, and the layering of public

from the public meetings, numerous stakeholder

and private realms, has generated a design for

interviews, relevant precedents throughout

a riverfront that is uniquely Eugene and truly like

the Pacific Northwest, and the professional

no other in the world.

experience of the design team. Through this
work and additional research, environmental

Eugene’s downtown riverfront is a place that we

education and habitat enhancement were

share, making it an ideal vessel for community

identified as two primary ecological objectives

education and lessons from history. Every

of the open space design.

member of the community has a connection
to the layers of civic, ecological and cultural

In addition to EWEB’s industrial history on the

history embedded in this site. Eugene was

site and the ecology of this place, the following

founded along these banks, families and friends

pages summarize some recommended

have lived along them, industries have come

topics for interpretation among the riverfront

and gone, and the water and energy provided

Cultural Landscape. This does not constitute a

by EWEB have supported Eugene for nearly

comprehensive list of interpretive opportunities,

100 years. The lessons this landscape can

but captures public input and project research.

teach are poignant and inspiring.
The overarching open space proposal is
for a Cultural Landscape along the river—a
community trove of green space, interpretive
sites, public art, vistas and historic structures
that teach about the history and culture
embedded along the riverfront site. These
installations could be as small as a single
inscribed tile or a plank in a boardwalk, or
as large as a building or an entire ecological
zone. The intention is to use the full riverfront
landscape teach and inspire inquiry into our
community’s history, in a variety of ways and at
a variety of scales.

The Cultural Landscape might include (from top)
interpretive sites integrated with natural systems and
play, educational signage related to native plants
and habitat, interpretation of the site’s industrial
history, public art and seating such as with the
Seattle Olympic Sculpture Park, views to historically
significant sites like the Ferry Street settlement, or
overlooks of entire ecological zones.
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Wiley Griffon’s House

but made it illegal for African-Americans to

Wiley Griffon is widely considered to be

live within its bounds. Oregon reaffirmed its

Eugene’s first African-American resident. Well-

exclusion laws when the state constitution was

known and popular, Griffon was the driver and

ratified in 1857. In 1859, Oregon was the only

de facto operator of a mule-driven streetcar

state in the union that still had exclusionary

service that carried early residents from West

laws on its books. These laws weren’t repealed

Eugene to the University of Oregon campus.

until 1926, and it wasn’t until 1959 that Oregon

A Sanborn map from 1912 shows Griffon’s

ratified the 15th Amendment of the U.S.

house to be located near the intersection of 4th

Constitution, almost 90 years after it was

and Mill Street, on the riverfront property near

approved by the Federal Government.

to the present-day EWEB Employee’s Credit
Union. On Eugene Skinner’s first plat, Griffon’s

As the first recorded of many African-American

residence is located on Block 10, Lot 4.

pioneers in Eugene, and as the city’s first
known public-transit provider, Wiley Griffon’s is

Born in 1867, Griffon came to Eugene from

an important story to share through the design

Texas in 1891 with Henry W. Holden, the railway

of this interpretive landscape. Griffon’s house

entrepreneur who employed him. Wiley died in

also operates as a connecting point between

Eugene in 1913, at age 46, and was buried in

two adjacent sites of historic significance to the

the Masonic Cemetery among Eugene’s other

African-American community: the Mims House

pioneer citizens. The location of his grave in the

and Ferry Street Community site.

Masonic, and the fact that the local Elks paid for
his funeral, says a great deal about the respect

Ferry Street Community

Griffon earned during his 22 years as a member

More African-Americans came to Eugene,

of Eugene’s community. By all accounts, he

despite the discriminatory laws and ethic, in

was a well-liked, respected man who made

the 1930s-1950s, with the Southern Pacific

recognized contributions to the daily lives of

Railroad. In the 1940s, some of these new

others. He worked for many businesses during

residents came together in a small community

his time in Eugene, and purchased his small

along the northern banks of the Willamette

home overlooking the Millrace in 1909. It is a

River, near the Ferry Street Bridge and just

simple story of a popular man made remarkable

beyond Eugene’s city limits.

by that fact that Griffon lived in Eugene at a
time when Oregon laws still barred African-

The Ferry Street Community was Eugene’s

Americans from residing in the state.

first African-American neighborhood. It was
located near the foot of the DeFazio Footbridge,

At the time Griffon lived on the EWEB property,

on the north side of the river. The houses are

Oregon could hardly have been a welcoming

remembered as being square in plan, wood-

place for African-Americans. In 1844, the

framed, and with simple roofs made from

Territory government had banned slavery

solid materials or canvas. The homes were
constructed primarily from scavenged materials.
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Wiley Griffon (top) lived in a house on the riverfront
property near the current EWEB Credit Union.
Research by Debbie Bitterlich and Douglas Card
confirmed the location of Griffon’s home on a 1912
Sanborn map (above). Image courtesy of the Lane
County Historical Museum.
Members of the Ferry Street Community (right),
including Mattie Reynolds (back row, right), Bertha
Frenchwell (back row, left), Annie Mims (front row, left),
Bonnie Ray Rucker (white hat), and Pearlie May Joiner
(front row, right), gather in front of the Ferry Street
Chapel in the 1940s. Annie Mims was Bonnie Ray
Rucker’s aunt and Pearlie May Joiner’s mother.
Image courtesy of Mark Harris.
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Today, no physical evidence of the settlement

during the 1996 flood, that rate was 460,000

exists. In July 1949, a Lane County Court

cfs, or 14 times its average flow. The Willamette

ordered that the Ferry Street Settlement be

watershed encompasses nearly 12,000 square

razed and residents evicted. Newspaper articles

miles and the river itself is 187 miles long, flowing

reported that some families did not even have an

north from the southern end of the Willamette

opportunity to remove their belongings before the

Valley to its confluence with the Columbia River

small structures were bulldozed. At that time, the

in Portland. Life teams in its waters, and along

community was reported to include 101 people,

its banks: more than 70% of Oregon’s population

65 of whom were “colored,” 36 of whom were

lives within this watershed. River overlooks

white, and most of whom were poor. In a 2006

provide the opportunity for interpretative sites

interview conducted by Chrisanne Beckner,

addressing hydrology, river systems and water

Mattie Reynolds, who lived on the site with

quality.

her husband and children, recalled the names
of eight families who lived on the site in 1948:

Historic Infrastructure

Johnson, Mims, Nettles, Lester, Garrets, Holt

The EWEB property is literally filled with

and Henry, and Frenchwell. Newspaper articles

industrial relics, and there are numerous

from 1949 also reference at least three white

opportunities to repurpose these items. Most

families named Barber, Walker and Owens.

notably, the Steam Plant sits near the southern
terminus of the riverfront open space, forming

Following demolition, Eugene’s African-American

a historic backdrop to the riverfront property.

community was dispersed to three separate

Completed in 1931, the Steam Plant is historically

areas of town: West Eugene, High Street and

significant for its use as a power plant. The

Glenwood. The land where several families

structure is a highly recommended candidate for

relocated in West Eugene was without water or

renovation and adaptive reuse.

sewer service, and marked by seasonal flooding.
Lyllye Reynolds Parker was among the children

Natural Systems + Habitat

who were forced to move when the Ferry Street

Stormwater runoff poses a major threat to the

Community was demolished. Sam Reynolds

health of rivers, and loss of habitat in urban

Street in West Eugene is named for her father.

areas threatens pollinator species and songbirds.

Views to the area once occupied by the Ferry

The master plan proposes new habitat but also

Street Community are afforded from the northern

recommends interpretive sites along the Millpond

edge of the EWEB property, presenting an

Swale and atop the Pollinator Knoll to share this

opportune location for historic interpretation and

knowledge and present action-item solutions to

commemoration.

community members.

Rivers + Hydrology

Skinner’s Mudhole + Ferry Crossing

On a calm day, the Willamette River exudes a

The riverfront property is part of our city’s earliest

bucolic character that belies its power and area

history and a river overlook is an ideal location to

of influence. On average, this waterway carries

share this history lesson.

32,000 cubic feet of water per second (cfs);
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A rich history of industry, ecology, and people is
layered along Eugene’s riverfront (top, left to right):
A view toward Skinner Butte across the Millrace,
railroad trestle, and Eugene Flour Mill in 1912; the
Steam Plant under construction in 1930; and children
from the Johnson and Walker families at the Ferry
Street water pump in the 1940s. Images courtesy of
the Lane County Historical Museum, EWEB archive,
and the Oregon Historical Society.

An annotated diagram of the Cultural Landscape
(above) illustrates the integration of public open space
with public amenities and interpretive sites along the
riverfront site. A draft of this diagram was presented to
300 members of the community during a public event
held March 3, 2010 to gather additional feedback.
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OPEN SPACE TYPE
Public Open Space
406,000 ft² (9.3 acres)

Green Streets
Private Open Space
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Open Space Types + Principles
Open space along the riverfront includes public
open space, private open space, and green
streets. The streets and public open space
comprise the public realm, which is critical to
establishing the character and personality of the
redevelopment of the downtown riverfront.
Connectivity and permeability, diversity, and
sustainability are also defining principles of the
open space design. The public realm and open
space have been designed to integrate with the
river landscape, surrounding community, and
urban form. Through design development and
project implementation these principles should
remain a primary focus.

Traces of the site’s history should be incorporated
into the design of the new riverfront landscape.
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Open Space Design Principles
The following principles reinforce the master
plan’s overall objectives and inform the detailed
design and implementation of the open space.
Overall Design
1. Provide a sense of identity that reflects,
respects and builds on the unique history of
this site, the river, and Eugene’s community.
2. Provide flexible spaces that maximize
programming opportunities and create a
“people place” along the riverfront
3. Provide variety and diversity in parks and
open space experiences.
4. Harmonize urban and natural environments.
5. Include contrasting relationships between
the urban, natural and historical at a variety
of scales.
6. Maximize universal access to parks and
open space.
7. Integrate sustainable principles into the
fabric and design of the open space.
8. Include dynamic environmental education
opportunities.
Riverfront
1. Maximize visual access to the river.
2. Capture the imagination through varied
experiences and open space character
along the river’s edge.
3. Create places that demonstrate dynamic
river and natural systems.
4. Extend the riverfront landscape character
into the site.
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Environment & Culture
1. Incorporate the Willamette’s natural
resources and history into design.
2. Maximize solar access to public parks and
open space.
3. Ensure parks and open space include allseason interest, activities and functions.
4. Embrace sustainable programs and
education in parks and open space.
5. Create biodiversity with a variety of habitat
and open space types.

Connections
1. Provide strong connections among parks,
open space and nearby neighborhoods.
2. Provide accessible connections to the
continuous Riverbank Trail system.
3. Provide strong linkages that connect parks
and open space using pathways, sidewalks
and pedestrian routes.
4. Emphasize streets as public, pedestrianoriented spaces.
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Connectivity / Permeability
Primary, secondary, and tertiary rights-ofway provide a high degree of permeability for
pedestrian, cyclists, and vehicles alike. The
bike and pedestrian routes along the riverfront
open space provide some of the most prominent
pathways through the site. These paths
enable a continuous connection to the river
and strengthen the Eugene Riverbank Trail,
which connects to parks, neighborhoods and
amenities along the length of the Willamette.
Connections and pedestrian passthroughs
in the blocks will let light into courtyards and
provide access to the public open spaces and
streetscapes. The intent is to provide numerous
pedestrian options and encourage nonvehicular transportation on the riverfront site.

Diversity
A variety of unique and distinctive open
spaces and streetscapes are proposed, and
this diversity and distinct character should be
applied to the design of private open spaces
as well. Connections should be made to the
river context and site history. The intent is to
generate a rich experience that blends from
urban to naturalistic, and to offer a variety of
spaces that relates to a diverse open space
program.
Each of the distinct public open spaces
proposed will reflect its location and role in the
pubic realm. The private open space character
and quality will be defined and established
in a later stage; however, the location and
contribution of private open space to the open
space network is an integral part of the Master
Plan framework and should be respected.
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Strong pedestrian connections, multiple paths and
overlapping public and private realms contribute to
the vitality, diversity and permeability that great public
places possess.

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan

Sustainability
Sustainability is embedded in all aspects of
the public realm and open space design. It is
intended to guide the design, implementation,
and approach to quality placemaking for the
riverfront property. Ecological initiatives
focused on the Willamette River system are
an integral part of the public open space for
this project. From bank enhancement to slope
stabilization, wetland creation, and the creation
of multiple habitat zones, the Willamette River
environment informs the open space adjacent
and connected to the river.
Rainwater management systems such as
engineered wetlands, bioswales and rain
gardens will serve critical functions for the
redevelopment and be primary landscape
elements rather than added-on features.
Various habitats and ecosystems will permeate
the public realm and open space ensuring the
environment is protected and enhanced. Urban
agriculture, placemaking, energy conservation,
materials, cost recovery, and waste are all
aspects of sustainability that will be addressed
in the design and implementation of the public
realm and open space.
Examples of sustainability will be prominent,
showcased and integrated throughout the
riverfront property.

The creative and efficient use of water resources
is proposed across the riverfront site.
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Open Space Program
The variety of open space types in the
master plan support a wide range of program
opportunities on the EWEB site. Within
the public open space, these types include
community gardens, naturalized habitat zones
supporting various ecosystems, urban wetlands
and stormwater conveyances, adventure and
discovery play areas, naturalized park spaces,
green streets, and animated boardwalk and
public gathering areas that might include
restaurants and kiosks. All of these spaces
further the vision of the downtown riverfront
as a vibrant, mixed-use, sustainable, highly
walkable community.
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10 Riparian Enhancement / Interpretive Sites

10

– Nature trail at top of bank
– Seating areas along nature trail
– Educational aspects / interpretive sites related to river,
natural systems, cultural history, public art, etc.

11 5th Avenue Plaza

– Public gathering place / event location
– Kinetic water feature
– Festival street that can be closed to traffic

16

12 Informal Seating Terrace

13

– Informal stone seating on blocks interwoven with
native vegetation
– Overlooks riverfront open space

13 EWEB Water Plaza

– Existing Plaza and river overlook

2

14

14 Train Whistle Plaza

7

15 Private Open Space

10

16 Riverbank Trail System

4
9

17 Water Intake / Interpretive Site

11

18 Public Access to Riverbank Trail System

8

OPEN SPACE
PROGRAM
1

2

3

4

10

7

Pollinator Knoll & Overlook

– Native meadow / upland prairie
– Terminus of 8th Avenue view corridor
– Publicly accessible overlook with river views
– Viewing shelter at top of knoll
– Picnic grove / berry-picking patch at base of knoll

9
15

6

7

Urban Agriculture

5

– Community gardens
– Community orchards
– Potting sheds and garden storage

17

River Overlook

4

– Terminus of 8th Avenue Great Street
– Beautiful views across and upriver / interpretive site
– Potential bike/ped bridge to Alton Baker Park

Green Extensions / Wetland Open Space
– Natural systems at work
– Stormwater cleansing wetlands
– Native plants
– Walking paths, seating and viewing decks
– Potential connection to Millrace at Millpond Swale

5

Adventure Play Area

6

River Boardwalk

3

7 Pedestrian-Oriented Green Streets
– Rain gardens and bioswales
– Street trees and native plantings
– Active frontages with “eyes on the street”
– Special paving at feature areas

8

Riverfront Park

9

River Overlooik

– Children’s play area and overlook to wetland
– Water play to drain into wetland
– Natural play structures

– Public promenade overlooking river
– Seating terraces
– ADA connections to continuous bike path & nature
trail along top of bank
– Connection to Restaurant Row patios and terraces

12

– Native meadow that can be mown for festivals
– Native plants and trees
– Informal seating & paths
– Stormwater cleansing and collection

18
16

10

2
7

1

– Educational aspect / interpretive site
– Variety of seating opportunities
– Rain shelter
– Provides views up and down river, and overlooks
enhanced riparian zone
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SPECIFIC OPEN SPACE TYPES
Urban Plazas
There are a number of proposed urban plazas in
the master plan that act as gateways, gathering
places, landmark areas, or destinations on
the site. Plaza spaces have been located in
areas where activity, retail, sunlight, interest,
and connections to river are strategic. In some
cases, they support the creation of critical view
corridors and connections between the site and
surrounding context.
Train Whistle Plaza
Train Whistle Plaza offers an open space
connection to 5th Street and is located at
one of the main gateways to the EWEB site.
The plaza will have outdoor seating, street
furnishings, interpretive and / or public art
information about the railroad and Millrace
history, and views to the 5th Street Market.
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EWEB Plaza (Existing)
The EWEB Plaza should remain as the terminus
of 4th Avenue view corridor. The plaza serves a
great purpose of providing water play during the
hot summer months, as well as visual relief and
interest to those using the Riverbank Trail.
5th Avenue Plaza (New)
The 5th Avenue Plaza is intended to be one
of the main gathering and meeting points for
the downtown riverfront and for residents of
Eugene.
The plaza overlooks the riverfront open space,
offers views to the water, and provides the
northern terminus of Restaurant Row and the
eastern terminus of 5th Avenue.
The design allows for expansion of the plaza
into the street when the Riverfront Street is
closed to vehicles. Water features, seating
and gathering opportunities, public art, and
feature plantings are envisioned for this
area. This plaza should also have the ability
to accommodate temporary kiosks and carts
during festivals and events. A strong visual
connection to the Riverfront Park and a view
corridor to the river is critical for the success of
this significant public space.
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Restaurant Row + Boardwalk
Restaurant Row provides the backdrop to the
elevated boardwalk above the Riverfront Park.
The plaza area is intended to provide a variety
of seating and entertainment opportunities for
those visiting the small-scale restaurants and
stores in this precinct.
Pedestrian connections and clear views
along the boardwalk allow for a separated
pedestrian and bike paths along this portion of
the riverfront. Where vegetated, the rooftops
of Restaurant Row are intended as a natural
extension of the riverfront “natives garden” and
provide rooftop habitat and interest for the area.

Parks
Park areas include a variety of spaces and
programs, each of which has a unique character
and strong connection to the river. Each park
space provides a unique experience and
function that reinforces the Cultural Landscape,
while adding diversity to Eugene’s larger
riverfront open space system.
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Millpond Swale
The Millpond Swale is a major stormwater
feature that provides park and open space
opportunities adjacent to the Steam Plant and
Restaurant Row. A series of south-facing
terraces that step toward the water’s edge are
planned on the northern side of the pond that
connect to Restaurant Row and the adjacent
properties. In addition to the stormwater
treatment features, this park provides wetland
habitat and biodiversity, interpretive and
educational opportunities along the water
edges, direct connections to the river, and a
variety of seating and overlook features at the
waters edge and through the park area.
There is also a possibility that the Millrace could
be daylighted along 8th Avenue and connected
to this water feature. A series of weirs at bridge
crossings could accommodate the elevation
changes in the wetland to recirculate the water
and cleanse it prior to its release into the river.
An adventure play area is connected to the
Millpond Swale and located close to Restaurant
Row, boardwalk, and the pedestrian and bike
bridge so that parents can be near children that
may be playing in this area. The park provides
an opportunity for children to play on a small
mound and spy views to the swale and weirs
from the bridge or water’s edge.
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Riverfront Park
The Riverfront Park has been designed to
extend the entire length of the EWEB site to
connect with greenways and other areas of
open space and extend the riverfront character
of the site into Downtown Eugene. These
extensions from the Riverfront Park create
the “green fingers” of riverine landscape that
were embraced by the public during the design
process. The park is bordered by the river
and Alton Baker Park on the east and by the
boardwalk and Restaurant Row on the west.
A significant aspect of the space will be the
enhancement of the riverbank and riparian
zone. Habitat zones have been identified and
planned for the entire site (see page 140).
These zones will be comprised of predominantly
native and non-invasive introduced species that
require minimal supplemental water, fertilization
or pest or disease-control.
Where possible the existing river bank will be
cut back above the 100-year flood elevation to
improve to the visual connection to the river and
provide a more suitable grade for rehabilitation
and management of invasives. A series of river
overlooks are planned along the top of bank.
These viewpoints are located at street ends and
strategic locations where interpretation, public
art, or points of interest are envisioned. All
overlooks will be universally accessible.
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A major pedestrian and bicycle path extends
the length of the Riverfront Park and connects
to the existing Riverbank Trail on either side of
the EWEB property. This path is a combined
pedestrian and cycling path through most of
the park; however, along Restaurant Row the
paths are separated for safety reasons and to
support compatibility among multiple modes
of transportation. There is also a more narrow
nature trail along the top of bank, which creates
a variety of seating opportunities along the edge
of the river and connects to river overlooks. All
pathways will be universally accessible.
The Riverfront Park will include a medley of
native garden characters that reinforce the
river environs and provide a place for people
to gather, celebrate, and experience the
Willamette. A naturalized meadow will allow
for large public gatherings and also make
an important ecological and educational
contribution to the site. Pathways, low seating
walls, and varied native plantings will create a
series of naturalized garden spaces throughout
the Riverfront Park.
Because of the fast currents along this scouring
edge of the river, direct access to the water has
been discouraged. Fortunately, direct access
to the water’s edge is available on the opposite
bank, from Alton Baker Park, where the water
is slower and more shallow along the river’s
deposition zone.
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Pollinator Knoll + Overlook
The pollinator knoll and river overlook are
situated near the southeast edge of the property
on a site that must remain capped and can
only be changed above-grade. Rather than
repurposing this site as a parking area or
hardscape, a pollinator knoll presents a great
opportunity to create a man-made landform
using excavated fill from on-site redevelopment
and the reshaping of the riverbank. The knoll
would be planted as a naturalized meadow
and include an accessible path to the overlook.
A spectacular covered viewing area could
grace the top and provide seating, interpretive
signage, views to the Cascades, and a
gathering point.
8th Avenue Greenway
The 8th Avenue Greenway connects the edge
of Downtown to the river via an at-grade railroad
crossing and public path. The greenway would
extend from the railroad to the Riverbank Trail
between the Willamette Substation and the
Steam Plant. A river overlook is planned at
the end of the greenway with views the river
and locates the position of a future pedestrian
bridge connection to Alton Baker Park. The
bridge is envisioned as a light structure that
extends over the natural and riparian shoreline
on the Alton Baker Park side.
As a Great Street, the festival character of
8th Avenue should extend from the EWEB
property back to the city center and provide the
primary path from Downtown to the river. The
8th Avenue Greenway, in conjunction with a
new bike/pedestrian bridge to Alton Baker Park,
could extend this connection from the very
heart of Eugene to its primary developed open
space.
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5th Avenue Green Extension
The 5th Avenue Green Extension is the second
major constructed wetland/bioswale that serves
as a stormwater management system as well
as a landscape park and open space amenity.
The swale extends from High Street to the
river, gradually widening as it moves toward
the riverfront. The park space will be planted
with appropriate wetland and/or bioswale
vegetation and will have a number of seating,
overlook and interpretive opportunities along
it. The 5th Avenue streetscape and the 5th
Avenue Green Extension should be designed
in concert and feel like one contiguous public
space that draws pedestrians to the river from
Downtown, provides a beautiful naturalized
path, and serves a critical stormwater function.
Maintaining service access to the south side
of the EWEB Headquarters building is an
important consideration to resolve with this
element’s design.
Community Gardens
At the base of the knoll, community gardens,
an orchard and a berry-picking area are
proposed. This park space would provide the
opportunity for residents to garden and grow
food. The area would require servicing, storage
and gardening sheds, and cover. A communal
gathering space could facilitate picnics,
gardening events and community workshops.
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Riparian Zone
Along the extent of the property, the existing
riparian river edge will be enhanced as
redevelopment occurs. This improvement
and enhancement will provide significant
habitat and ecological connectivity that will
lead to a better environmental balance along
this constrained river edge. The enhanced
riparian zone extends the length of the river
frontage and connects with other areas of
naturalize open space and adjacent habitat,
thus reinforcing the importance of the river
environs.
Within the riparian zone, there will be limited
direct access to the river. Trails, structures,
and any built elements within this zone will
be sensitive to the vegetation, site ecology
and ecological footprint. Only the appropriate
native trees, shrubs, ground cover and
herbaceous plant material will be utilized with
the enhancement of the riparian zone. Any
new slope stabilization shall be sensitive to
the existing vegetation and natural character,
and endeavor to improve experiential
connections and views to the river.
Overlooks + Viewpoints
There are a number of overlooks and
viewpoints planned among the riverfront open
space. These viewpoints are strategically
located at street ends, high points, historic
areas, or special gathering spaces where
people might pause. Historic infrastructure on
the site should be preserved and incorporated
into these overlooks where possible. All
primary overlooks and viewpoints should be
universally accessible.
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Green Streets
The green streets planned for the EWEB
site are intended to provide a significant
contribution to the open space character and
site ecology. They are to be integrated with
the parks and open space design, and they
provide a functioning, vegetated edge to the
new blocks. The streets will have a pedestrian
focus with significant green infrastructure such
as stormwater management, extensive planting,
large trees, and flexibility for alternate uses
such as café tables, shop displays, seating,
markets, and public art. Streetscape materials
and furnishings on the streets should be
durable, locally available, cost effective, and
have a sense of connection to this place.
Private Open Space
The private open space occurs predominantly
in courtyards. These spaces play a supporting
and secondary role to the public open space.
They are intended to predominantly green
space with opportunities for gathering,
recreation, gardening or relaxation. Depending
on their location, private open space may
also be located over parking or at grade,
thus influencing their design and program
opportunities.
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Habitat Zones + Plant Communities
Proposed Habitat Zones have been established
by the project team based on information
from the Riverfront Ecological Analysis and
Design Report prepared by a consultant team
led by Bart Johnson. The preliminary findings
from this assessment greatly influenced and
informed the master plan, and helped to ensure
that the ecological functions and human
experience envisioned would be integrated. The
recommendations from the ecological report
reinforced the guiding principles of the Master
Plan that address ecology, sustainability, and
livability, and are largely consistent with the
proposed design. The full report is included in
the Appendix.
The EWEB site has five proposed habitat zones:
wetland, riparian floodplain, midbank/upper
bank, prairie and urban habitat. Each zone
has its own set of environmental conditions
such as access to water, sun exposure, and
soil type that determine the community of
plants that will grow. Together, these zones are
designed to contribute naturalized habitat on
site, and to integrate and connect larger areas
of habitat and nearby open space. All zones
would consist primarily of native species and
non-invasive introduced species that require
minimal supplemental water, fertilization or pest
or disease control.
To function as envisioned, these zones will need
to be designed and maintained. The intent is to
encourage biodiversity across the riverfront site,
to support natural systems and processes with
appropriate plantings and maintenance, and
to create a managed, naturalized, educational
landscape.
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HABITAT ZONES
Wetland: 50,000 sqft/1.15 ac

Riparian Floodplain: 45,600 sqft/1.05 ac

Pollinator Prairie: 68,000 sqft/1.56 ac

Upperbank/Midbank Habitat: 82,500 sqft/1.9 ac

Urban Habitat: 146,000 sqft/3.35 ac
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Native Plant Communities
A plant community is an assemblage of
different species of plants growing together in a
particular habitat. On the EWEB site, there are
five communities that relate to habitat zones.
In the riparian floodplain, the steep bank,
variable water level, and large existing trees
dictate smaller trees and shrubs that can
withstand the shade and high water flows.
Farther up the bank, there is bank-stabilizing
riprap, less frequent high-water events, and tall
existing trees. These challenging conditions call
for a hardy suite of plants of mostly small trees,
shrubs, and herbs that can provide valuable
habitat for birds and pollinators. The conditions
become much more variable in the upper bank
zone with areas of sun and shade, and wet and
dry. This variety translates into an assortment
of plants each with its favored conditions,
color, and texture. Lastly, the pollinator prairie
is a great mosaic of flowering herbs and small
trees—all intended to attract pollinators and
songbirds, and to provide habitat that is both
functioning and educational. This variety of
conditions provides for the opportunity to create
a landscape of rich variety and ecological
function.
The plants specified for each habitat zone
(some examples at right, see Appendix for full
suite of recommendations) were selected for
their native qualification, and their ability to
thrive in the environmental conditions, provide
habitat and food, and aesthetic qualities.
Native plants do more than beautify the
landscape. They are hardier than their cultivated
counterparts, less susceptible to pests and
diseases, and unlikely become invasive. They

Riparian
Floodplain

require less maintenance, provide habitat,
protect the soil, and don’t require fertilizer or
pesticides.
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Riparian Floodplain
The Riparian Floodplain extends the length of
the riverfront. The intent of the master plan is to
increase and enhance the riparian zone where
possible. This would be achieved by:
• Removing invasive vegetation
• Enhancing existing native riparian vegetation
in order to increase management species
habitat, mitigate erosion, and increase river
shading
• Increasing the area of riparian habitat above
Ordinary High Water Mark
• Creating new habitat where space allows
using native trees, shrubs, forbs, grasses,
sedges and rushes
Plant recommendations for the Riparian
Floodplain includes:
Tree Species
Alnus rhombifolia
Alnus rubra
Fraxinus latifolia
Populas trichocarpa
Small Tree & Shrub Species
Cornus sericea
Crataegus suksdorfi
Malus fusca
Physocarpus capitatus
Salix hookeriana
Salix lucida ssp. Lasiandra
Salix sitchensis
Symphoricarpos albus var. laevigatus
Viburnum ellipticum
Existing riparian vegetation and woody
debris (top) and invasive species (below)
along the EWEB riverfront property.

Forb Species
Scutellaria lateriflora
Stachys cooleyae
Urtica dioica
Grass and Sedge Species
Carex obnupta
Carex hendersonii
Carex interupta
Juncus effuses ssp. Pacificus
Juncus occidentalis
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Wetland
The Wetland Habitat Zone consists of
constructed wetlands and/or bioswales that
address stormwater management for the site.
These areas would receive stormwater from
public streets and cleanse it prior to it being
discharged into the river. These areas would
consist of:
• Naturalized stormwater bioswales
• Millpond Swale
• Plantings with native wetland small trees,
shrubs, forbs, grasses, sedges, and rushes
Plant recommendations for the Wetland Zone
includes:
Small Tree & Shrub Species
Acer circinutum
Cornus sericea
Crataegus suksdorfi
Malus fusca
Physocarpus capitatus
Salix hookeriana
Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra
Salix sessilifolia
Salix sitchenensis
Spiraea douglasii
Vibunum ellipticum
Forb & Fern Species
Allisa triviale* (in water)
Camassia leichtlinii
Delphinium trolliifolium*
Dicentra formosa*
Lupinus polphyllus
Lysichiton americanum* (in water)
Ranunculus orthorhyncus*
Sidalcea cusickii*
Sisyrinchium idahoense*
Urtica dioica*
Veronica scutellata* (in standing water)
Dodecatheon hendersonii

Mill Pond Swale Only
Bromus carinatus
Bromus sitecehsis
Carex densa
Carex hendersonii
Carex leptopoda
Carex obnupta
Carex stipata
Danthonia californica
Deschampsia cespitosa
Festuca romerii
Eleocharis accicularis
Eleocharis ovata
Eleocharis palustris
Glyceria occidentalis
Glyceria striata
Hordeum brachyantherum
Juncus acuminatus
Juncus effuses ssp. Pacificus
Juncus occidentalis
Juncus patens
Juncus tenuis
Schoenoplectus acutus (in water)
Schoenoplectus americanus (in water)
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontonani in water)
Scirpus microcarpus
Scirpus validus
Spaganium (in water)

Grass & Sedge Species
Agrostis exarata
Alopecurus geniculatus
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Pollinator Prairie
The Pollinator Prairie Habitat Zone
encompasses all zones that have a grassy,
meadow character and would incorporate:
• Native grassland meadow
• Planting of native species that serve as
nectar/food and host/shelter sources for native
pollinators as well as songbirds
• Educational and interpretive measures that
inform the public about native pollinator and
songbird habitat
• Habitat greenroofs on adjacent buildings
Plant recommendations for the Pollinator Prairie
Zone includes:
Small Tree & Shrub Species:
Amelanchier alnifolia
Berberis aquifolium
Corylus cornuta var. californica
Holodiscus discolor
Oemleria cerisformis
Philadelphus lewisii
Prunus emarginata var. mollis
Prunus virginiana
Rhamnus purshiana
Ribes sanguineum
Syphoricarpos albus var. laevigatus
Forb Species
Achillea millefolium
Anaphalis margaritacea
Aquilegia Formosa
Brodiaea coronaria ssp. coronaria
Clarkia amoena
Clarkia purpurea var purpurea
Collinsia grandiflora
Collomia grandiflora
Delphinium menziesii
Epilobium ciliatum var. glandulosum
Epilobium densiflorum
Eriophyllum lanatum
Erysimum capitatum var. capitatum
Escholltzia californica
Fragaria virginiana var. platypetela
Geranium oreganum

Gilia capitata
Heuchera micrantha
Iris tenax
Lomatium dissectum
Lomatium nudicaule
Lomatium ultriculatum
Lupinus bicolor
Lupinus polyphyllus
Mertensia platyphylla
Plectritis congesta
Potentilla gracilis
Prunella vulgaris ssp. lanceolata
Ranunculus occidentalis
Sidalcea virgata (syn=malviflora var. virgata)
Sisyrinchium idahoense
Solidago canadensis
Symphyotrichum hallii
Symphyotrichum subspicatum
Triteleia hyacinthine
Viola adunca
Wyethia angustifolia
Grass & Sedge species
Carex tumicola
Danthonia californica
Elymus glaucus
Festuca roemeri
Koeleria macrantha
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Upperbank + Midbank
The Upperbank and Midbank Habitat Zones
connect to the Riparian Zone and extend across
a large area of the riverfront open space.
These areas would address:
• The removal of invasive vegetation
• Joint planting of native shrubs (e.g., willow) in
riprap areas at/above Ordinary High Water Mark
• Bank alteration and reduction of steep
slopes where possible to encourage plant
establishment and improve maintenance
• Plantings with native small trees, shrubs, forbs
and grasses that have habitat value for birds,
insect pollinators and other wildlife species
• Maintaining of views to the river and good lines
of sight in public areas
Plant recommendations for the Upper/Midbank
Zone includes:
Tree Species
Acer macrophyllum
Arbutus menziesii
Fraxinus latifolia
Quercus garryana
Quercus kelloggii
Small Tree & Shrub Species
Acer circinatum
Amelanchier alnifolia
Aruns dioicus
Baccharis pilularis
Berberis aquiifolium
Ceonanthus sanguineus
Ceonanthus velutinus
Corylus cornuta var. californica
Holodiscus discolor
Lonicera invulucrata
Oemleria cerisformis
Philadelphus lewisii
Prunus emarginata var. mollis
Prunus virginiana var, demissa
Rhamnus purshiana
Ribes sanguineum
Rubus parviflorus
Salix scoulerina
Sambucus racemosa
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Symphoricarparpos albus var. laevigatus
Viburnum ellipticum
Forb & Fern Species
Aquilegia Formosa
Artemesia douglasiana
Asclepias speciosa
Clarkis amoena
Clarkis purpurea var. purpurea
Claytonia sibirica
Collomia grandiflora
Delphimium menziesii
Delphimium trolliifolium
Dicentra Formosa
Erysimun capitatum var. catitatum
Eschscholzia californica
Fragaria vesca var. bracteata
Fragaria virginiana var. platypetela
Geranium oreganum
Gilia capitata
Hechera lanatum
Heuchera micrantha
Hydrophyllum tenuipes
Iris chrysophylla
Iris tenax
Lomatium dissectum
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Lomatium nudicaule
Lomatium utriculatum
Lupines rivularis
Mertensia platyphylla
Plectris congesta
Polystichum munitum
Plectritis congesta
Potentilla gracilis
Prunella vulgaris ssp.lanceolata
Ranuculus occidentalis
Sidalcea malviflora var. virgata
Sisyrinchium idahoense
Solidago canadensis
Symphyrotrichum hallii
Symphyrotrichum subspicatum
Triteleia hyacinthine
Viola adunca
Wyethia angustifolia
Grass & Sedge Species
Carex tumulicola
Danthonia californica
Elymus glaucus
Festuca roemeri
Koeleria macrantha
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Urban Habitat
Urban Habitat is the landscape associated with
the redevelopment sites, streets, perimeter
planting, and public open spaces for urban
agriculture, play areas, and plazas. These areas
would consist primarily of native species and
non-invasive introduced species that require
minimal supplemental water, fertilization or pest
or disease control. The Urban Habitat Zone
includes:
• Installation of stormwater bioswales and rain
gardens using native species adapted to the
specific conditions of each feature
• Planting of native species similar to Upperbank
Habitat species that provide additional habitat
for birds and pollinators
• Streetscape plantings, landscape boulevards,
and private courtyards using mostly native
species supplemented by non-invasive
introduced species that require minimal
supplemental water, fertilization, pest or disease
control

Plant recommendations for the Urban Habitat
Zone include all plant materials noted in the
Upper/Midbank Habitat Zone, in addition to the
following urban trees:
Tree Species
Acer rubrum varieties
Carpinus betulus
Quercus accutissima
Quercus frinetto
Quercus phellos
Arbutus menziesii
Fraxinus latifolia
Quercus garryana
Quercus kelloggii
Zelkova serrata
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EWEB Riverfront
Infrastructure
Overview
Conceptual Grading Plan
Stormwater Management
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Infrastructure
The existing riverfront property has
infrastructure in place to support its current use
as a utility operations yard and office building.
Electric, water, natural gas, telecommunications
and sewer utilities serve the property. Existing
public rights-of-ways provide access from 4th
Avenue to the Headquarters Buildings, EWEB
Plaza and Midgley’s Building. Access to the
existing Operations Warehouse, Steam Plant
and all other structures or facilities within the
Operations Yard is currently restricted to EWEB
use only. These areas are located behind
secure entries or fences.
New and additional infrastructure and public
services (police, emergency response, etc.) will
be needed to safely and efficiently serve the
property and meet the vision of the riverfront
master plan. The most important elements of
new infrastructure are Riverfront Street, the
primary right-of-way that gives public access to
the riverfront and makes internal redevelopment
blocks accessible, and the riverfront open
space that holds the Cultural Landscape.
Improvements to infrastructure are likely to
be phased, and should be integrated with the
overall re-development strategy. Individual
improvements should be considered as part of
the whole to help create synergies and lead to
more expedient re-development. The general
stormwater strategy, for example, is closely
tied to the public open space design. Riparian
enhancement depends on relocation of the bike
trail and riverfront utilities. Well-coordinated
infrastructure phasing will help create a whole
Process sketches (above) and a preliminary grading
plan of the site using spot elevations (left) convey
the connection among stormwater, open space,
redevelopment, and the efficient use of resources.

that is superior, and less expensive, than the
sum of its parts.
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Green Streets + Hardscaped Surfaces + Plazas / Boardwalks
Public Open Space w/ Integrated Stormwater Collection + Cleasing
Private Open Space
Habitat Roofs / Rainwater Collection
Rain Gardens / Native Vegetation along Streets
Constructed Wetland
Direction of Stormwater Flow
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Stormwater Management
EWEB Riverfront Master Plan Study

Runoff calculation of development site
Managing the
riverfront property’s stormwater
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to 2.18 million gallons of water. The existing
EWEB site has a total of 16.4 million gallons
of runoff annually, but only 10% of the annual
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will be managed on the EWEB site, with the end
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months when water is most necessary for plant

goal of conserving water for human use, ground
water recharge, filtration and habitat creation.
The rainwater management strategy will

Typical city blocks

Development site

EWEB Riverfront Master Plan Study

also seek to reduce the negative impacts of
urban runoff typically associated with large
volumes of untreated runoff, such as erosion
and sedimentation, and the release of harmful
chemicals into waterways.

greenskins lab

Existing Conditions
Calculated Runoff Depth
Green Surfaces:		
Impervious Surfaces:		

3.4 in per year
24.8 in per year

Existing Property
Total Land Area:		
Green Surfaces:		
Impervious Surfaces:		

26.17 acres
1.95 acres (7%)
24.22 acres (93%)

Total Annual Runoff 		

16.40 millions US gal/yr

Typical City Block Runoff

1.875 millions US gal/yr
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Integration Strategies
The EWEB Master Plan integrates design
approaches that aim to mimic the hydrology of
a natural, undeveloped site in order to reduce
net runoff by introducing a number of rainwater
management systems that include but are not

Bioswales
Vegetated bioswales are open, planted drainage
features designed to detain, infiltrate and
convey rainwater. Some are designed to filter
pollutants. Vegetated swales typically include
the following components: pretreatment; flow

limited to:

entrance; surface overflow; ponding areas; filter

- Bioswales

gravel or drain rock; and subdrain and outlet

- Rain Gardens
- Open Water Channels
- Greenroofs
- Pervious Paving
- Rainwater Retention Basin
- Rainwater Harvesting and Storage Systems
- Water-wise Planting
These rainwater management systems are
proposed throughout the site and incorporated
into the master plan in a variety of ways.
Through the use of effective stormwater
management, such as the introduction of
pervious surfaces and greenery ranging
from parks, greens streets and greenroofs to
landscape courtyards, runoff can be reduced
between 19% and 65%.

media; planting and associated soil; mulch;
(per site-specific conditions). A major bioswale
is proposed along the 5th Avenue Green
Extension from High Street to the riverfront,
while other bioswales would be integrated into
the landscape and open space areas. The 5th
Avenue swale will collect stormwater from the
streets, cleanse it, infiltrate it, and re-circulate it
prior to releasing it into the river.
Rain Gardens
Rain gardens are drainage features with
structured sides and open bottoms, suited
for urban conditions with restricted space.
They can be designed to store, infiltrate and
release rainwater. Some are designed to
filter pollutants. They are attractive and can
be integrated into very urban landscapes.
Infiltration planters are often connected to the
piped flood protection system downstream
(Girling et al, 2009). Recent research
conducted in Portland has shown that by
replacing 4% to 7% of the drainage area with
rain gardens, 50% to 96% of the total runoff
can be captured and infiltrated (Kurtz, 2008).
Rain gardens are planned along the streets,
in the park areas, and within the landscaped
courtyards of the redevelopment parcels.
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Open Water Channels
Open water channels are drainage features
with structured sides and bottoms, designed to
convey water openly rather than in a pipe. For
example, they can be designed to allow water
to flow across a hard surfaced plaza connecting
a downspout on one side with a detention area
on the other. Benefits include allowing the
processes of water conveyance to be visible
and creatively expressed while slowing the
velocity of water and allowing opportunities for
evaporation. Open water channels are proposed
for the plaza, park and redevelopment parcels.
Greenroofs
A greenroof is a roof of a building that is
partially covered with vegetation and soil
(growing medium), planted over a waterproofing
membrane. Also known as “living roofs,”
greenroofs serve several purposes, such as
absorbing rainwater, providing insulation,
creating habitat for wildlife, and helping combat
the heat-island effect.
Redevelopment could include both extensive
greenroofs (more shallow growing medium) and
intensive greenroofs (deeper growing medium),
depending on the building, construction type
and land use. Greenroofs are encouraged on
all redevelopment parcels and a target of 30%
of vegetated roofs is encouraged. All roofs
within the Restaurant Row area are intended to
have extensive greenroofs where the rooftop is
uninhabited. These greenroofs extend habitat
into the redevelopment parcels, and enhance
the views of riverfront open space from the
surrounding buildings.
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Pervious Paving
Pervious paving systems are used allow water
to permeate through hard surfaces such as
patios, walkways, driveways, fire lanes, and
parking areas. The goal is to reduce surface
runoff and increase infiltration.The goal is to
reduce surface runoff and increase infiltration.
Pervious paving materials include pervious
interlocking concrete paving blocks, concrete
grid pavers, perforated brick pavers, and
compacted gravel. Pervious paving can
effectively help to both reduce peak surface
runoff rates and improve the groundwater
recharge characteristics of developed sites.
Pervious paving is recommended for parking
areas, hardscaped public open space, and
private open space.
Rainwater Retention Basin
Sometimes called a wet pond or wet detention
basin, a rainwater retention basin is an artificial
lake with or without vegetation, that includes
a permanent pool of water in its design. Wet
ponds are frequently used for water-quality
improvement, groundwater recharge, flood
protection, aesthetic improvement, or any
combination of these purposes. Sometimes
they act as a replacement for the natural
absorption of a forest or other natural processes
that are lost when an area is developed. As
such, these structures are designed to blend
into neighborhoods and are viewed as an
amenity. A major rainwater retention basin or
wetland is proposed as the Millpond Swale. It is
intended that this feature will collect stormwater
from the streets, cleanse it, and recirculate it
prior to releasing it into the river.
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Water-wise Planting
The use of appropriate plants to reduce water
demand in gardens, parks, and landscapes
is an important principle of stormwater
management. Using native and non-invasive
plant species that are adapted to the local
climate will be encouraged and required through
the development of the Master Plan. Waterwise planting is incorporated in all of the Habitat
Zones and planting areas that are proposed.
Rainwater Harvesting + Storage Systems
Rainwater harvesting is the collecting and
storing of rainwater. Rainwater harvesting has
been used to provide drinking water, water for
livestock, water for irrigation, or to refill aquifers
in a process called groundwater recharge. Roof
rainwater is usually of good quality and does
not require treatment before consumption.
Household
rainfall catchment systems are appropriate
in areas with an average rainfall greater than
8 inches per year (Skinner and Cotton, 1992).
Eugene’s average rainfall is approximately 40
inches per year.
There are a number of types of systems to
harvest rainwater ranging from very simple to
the complex industrial systems. Generally,
rainwater is either harvested from a roof or
building wall system. Rainwater collection is
recommended for irrigation, toilet flushing,
and water features. Rainwater on the EWEB
site can be collected in a variety of catchment
systems ranging from rainwater barrels to large
cisterns. Most of the catchment would occur on
the development parcels where there are more
opportunities with building facades, roofs and
courtyards.
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EWEB Riverfront
Land Use
Land Use + Zoning
Allowable Uses
Restaurant Row Allowable Uses
Uses Not Allowed
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The vision for the riverfront property (above)
includes a vibrant mix of uses, public amenities,
and public and private spaces that support the
Riverfront Criteria.
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EWEB Riverfront Property

Land Use + Zoning
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Existing zoning and overlays for the EWEB riverfront
property (above) address its current use as a utility
operations yard and industrial site adjacent to the
Willamette River, Whiteaker Area and Downtown Eugene.

approval process, the recommended changes
to the Land Use Code or to the Downtown Plan
will most likely require City Council approval
through a Type IV or V land use application and
public hearing process.
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Riverfront Property:
Allowable Uses
The following uses are allowed on the riverfront property, except at Restaurant Row and the 5th and
High parcel where a more limited set of allowable uses applies (see pages 168 and 92). These uses were
obtained from the C-2 zone designation in the Eugene Development Code Table 9.2160 Commercial
Zone Land Uses. A asterisk (*) denotes uses that requires a conditional use permit.
Agricultural
Horticultural use: field crops, orchards, berries and nursery or flower stock*
Eating and Drinking Establishments
Bar and Tavern
Delicatessen
Restaurant
Specialty Food and Beverage
Education, Cultural. Religious, Social and Fraternal
Artist Gallery/Studio
Ballet, Dance, Martial Arts and Gymnastic School/Academy/Studio
Church, Synagogue and Temple
Club and Lodge of State or National Organization
Community and Neighborhood Center
Library
Museum
School, Business or Specialized Educational Training
School, Driving
School, Elementary through High School
University or College
Entertainment and Recreation
Amusement Center (Arcade, pool tables, etc.)
Athletic Facility and Sports Club
Bowling Alley
Golf Course, Miniature Indoor
Golf Course, Miniature Outdoor
Park and Non-Publicly Owned open Space Use
Theater, Live
Theater, Motion Picture
Financial Services
Automated Teller Machine (ATM)
Bank, Savings and Loan Office, Credit Union
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Continued: Allowable Uses on Riverfront Property
Government
Government services such as Fire Station or City Hall
Information Technology Services
Computer Networking (includes services and technical support center)
E-commerce (includes on-site shipping via truck)
E-commerce (excludes on-site shipping via truck)
Healthcare informatics (includes biotechnology, bioinformatics, and medical informatics)
Internet and Web Site (includes services and technical support center)
Software Developments (includes services and technical support center)
Lodging
Bed and Breakfast Facility
Hotel, Motel and similar business providing overnight accommodations
Manufacturing
Light Manufacturing
Recycling, reverse vending machine
Recycling, small collection facility
Medical, Health and Correctional Services
Blood Bank
Clinic or other Medical Health Treatment Facility
Drug Treatment Clinic – Non residential
Hospital*
Laboratory, medical, dental, X-ray
Meal service, Non-Profit
Nursing Home
Plasma Center
Residential Treatment Center
Motor Vehicle Related Uses
Car Wash
Motorcycle Sales/Rental/Service
Parts Store
Structured Parking, three or more levels not directly related to a primary use on the same development site*
Transit, Neighborhood Improvement
Transit Station, Major
Transit Station, Minor
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Continued: Allowable Uses on Riverfront Property
Office Uses
Administrative, General and Professional Office
Scientific and Educational Research Center
Personal Services
Barber, Beauty, Nail, Tanning Shop
Day Care Facility (Not associated with a residence)
Dry Cleaner
Film, Drop-off/Pick-up
Locksmith Shop
Laundromat, Self Service
Mailing and Package Service
Shoe Repair Shop
Tailor Shop
Residential
Rowhouse (One Family on Own Lot Attached to Adjacent Residence on Separate Lot with Garage or
Carport Access to the Rear of the Lot)
Four-Plex (Four-Family attached on the Same Lot)
Multiple-Family (3 or More Dwellings on Same Lot)
Assisted Care & Day Care
Assisted Care (5 or fewer people living in facility and 3 or fewer outside employees on site at any one time)
Assisted Care (6 or more people living in facility)
Day Care (3 to 12 people served)
Day Care (13 or more people served)
Room for Rent situations
Boarding or Rooming House
Campus Living Organization, including Fraternities and Sororities
Single Room Occupancy (SRO)
University and College Dormitories
Trade (Retail and Wholesale)
Appliance Sales/Service
Bicycle Rental/Sales/Service
Boat Rental/Sales/Service
Book Store
Computer Store
Convenience Store
Drug Store
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Continued: Allowable Uses on Riverfront Property
Electrical Appliances and Supplies
Equipment, Light, Rental/Sales/Service
Fabric Store
Floor Covering Store
Furniture and Home Furnishings Store
Garden Supply/Nursery
General Merchandise (includes supermarket and department stores)
Hardware/Home Improvement Store
Healthcare Equipment and Supplies
Liquor Store
Office Equipment and Supplies
Plumbing Supplies
Retail trade when secondary, directly related and limited to products manufactured, repaired or assembled
on the development site
Storage Facility, Household/Consumer Goods, enclosed
Specialty Store (e.g. gift store)
Toy and Hobby Store
Video Store
Utilities and Communication
Amateur Radio Antenna Structure
Broadcasting Studio, Commercial and Public Education
Electrical Substation
Fiber Optic Station
Pump Station
Telecommunications Tower or Facility
Water Reservoir, elevated above ground
Other Commercial Services
Building Maintenance Services
Catering Service
Home Occupation
Mortuary
Photographers Studio
Picture Framing or Glazing
Printing, Blueprinting and Duplicating
Publishing Service
Temporary Activity
Train Station*
Upholstery Shop
Veterinarian Service
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Allowable Uses:
Restaurant Row / 5th and High Parcel
The allowable uses at Restaurant Row and facing Train Whistle Plaza near the corner of 5th Avenue and High
Street are more limited. The focus in these locations is on uses that support the development of an “active,
people place.” The list of uses below was developed from the allowable uses in the C-2 zone designation,
according to the Eugene Development Code Table 9.2160 Commercial Zone Land Uses.

Restaurant Row: Ground Floor

Restaurant Row: Above Ground Floor

Eating and Drinking Establishments

Office

Restaurant

Administrative, General and Professional Office

Specialty Food and Beverage

Scientific and Educational Research Center

Bar and Tavern
Delicatessen

Residential
Dwellings

Education, Cultural. Religious, Social and Fraternal

Rowhouse

Artist Gallery/Studio

Four-Plex (Four-Family attached on the same lot)

Community and Neighborhood Center

Multiple-Family (3 or More Dwellings on same lot)

Park and Non-Publicly Owned open Space Use
Museum

Lodging
Bed and Breakfast Facility

Trade (Retail and Wholesale)

Hotel, Motel and similar business providing overnight

Bicycle Rental/Sales/Service

accommodations

Book Store
Specialty Store (e.g. gift store)
Toy and Hobby Store
Computer Store
General Merchandise (includes supermarket and
department stores)
Personal Services
Barber, Beauty, Nail, Tanning Shop
Locksmith Shop
Shoe Repair Shop
Tailor Shop
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Riverfront Property:
Uses Not Allowed
The following uses are not allowed on the riverfront property. This list was developed using the
allowable uses in the C-2 zone designation, according to the Eugene Development Code Table
9.2160 Commercial Zone Land Uses. Based on the C-2 zone designation, uses considered
incompatible with the vision for the downtown riverfront were excluded.
Entertainment and Recreation
Arena, Indoors
Golf Driving Range
Lodging
Recreational Vehicle Park
Medical, Health and Correctional Services
Correctional Facility, Excluding Residential Treatment Center
Motor Vehicle Related Uses
Motor Vehicle Sales/Rental/Service excluding recreational vehicles and heavy trucks
Parking Area not directly related to a primary use on the same development site
Recreational Vehicles and Heavy Truck, Sales/Rental/Service
Repair, includes paint and body shop
Service Stations, includes quick servicing
Structured Parking, up to two levels not directly related to a primary use on the same development site
Tires, Sales/Service
Transit Park and Ride, Major
Transit Park and Ride, Minor
Residential
One-Family Dwelling
Duplex (Two-Family Attached on the Same Lot)
Trade (Retail and Wholesale)
Agricultural Machinery Rental/Sales/Service
Equipment, Heavy, Rental/Sales/Service –includes truck and tractor sales
Manufactured Dwelling Sales/Service/Repair
Other Commercial Services
Collection Center, Collection of used goods
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EWEB Riverfront
Implementation
Overview
Interim Parking Strategy
Redevelopment Alternatives
Building Types + Parking Strategies
Use Scenarios
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Implementation Strategies
Implementation and phasing of the master

The extension of 5th and 8th Avenues, and the

plan can be accomplished in a variety of

completion of the Riverfront Street connection,

ways depending on the needs of EWEB, the

are therefore the most important steps in

interests of the City and community, and the

implementation of the plan. The new streets

private development demand that will emerge

make the riverfront public realm and open

as the riverfront and the development context

space accessible, and they define the primary

improves.

frontage of the redevelopment blocks. The

The master plan anticipates gradual
redevelopment of the site and phasing of
improvements. The success of the master
plan is tied to elements within EWEB’s control,
located within the 27-acre site. Elements
off-site, or not controlled by EWEB, such as a
fully daylit Millrace or a new pedestrian bridge

master plan allows development within blocks
and the enhancement of open space to move
forward independently, but the completion of the
primary street loop is critical to fulfilling the vision
of the city meeting the river. Acquisition and
development of the riverfront open space can
continue on a parallel track.

across the river, would enhance the riverfront

Other contributing but less central elements

project and are anticipated in the plan, but the

of the master plan can be implemented in any

plan is not contingent upon them.

sequence, and will contribute to the identity,

The community and developers need to see
progress on the site and an effort to move
forward and deliver on public expectations.
The extensive public input process indicated
clear support for the master plan, as well
as a resounding desire to “make something
happen.” Elements that are relatively
autonomous, but essential to the vision,

awareness and momentum of the project. These
include the adaptive re-use of the Steam Plant,
adaptive re-use of the Operations Warehouse,
and redevelopment of blocks along 4th Avenue.
The plan allows interim uses of buildings, and
offers interim parking strategies that promote
the “early adoption” of the riverfront as part of
downtown.

can be targeted for early implementation.

The crux of the master plan vision is a combination

These include the relocation of the bike path,

of riverfront open space, boardwalks, new public

enhancement of the river edge open space and

access, Restaurant Row, and a backdrop of

the pollinator knoll, the Millpond Swale, and the

active, urban buildings at the heart of the site.

relocation of the at-grade railroad crossing to

Without these elements, the master plan is not

8th Avenue.

whole. Some of the blocks, including those near
the viaduct and along the railroad, may take
longer to develop, but the vision can be complete
and self-sustaining once the core elements of the
plan are in place.
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Existing EWEB Buildings

Interim Parking Strategies

Possible Interim Parking
Locations

The EWEB Headquarters Building currently

buildings without adding any new surface

has over 300 parking spaces on surface

parking to the site. At night, these parking areas

lots that accommodate parking for the

could also be shared by adjacent uses.

EWEB Headquarters. This parking could be
accommodated using the parcels under the
viaduct and the small parcel to the south of
the Operations Warehouse. Together, these
parcels could accommodate approximately 340
spaces and meet the demands of the EWEB

Interim parking should be landscaped so as
to screen parked cars from the streets and
sidewalks. This should be considered as part of
the overall landscaping and sustainable design
strategies for the site.
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Redevelopment Options: West of the Viaduct
The urban design framework is intended to be flexible enough to accommodate a variety of densities and building
typologies. The pattern of streets and blocks is fixed but the development parcels can be subdivided to allow for a variety of
different scenarios as shown below. Most buildings west of the viaduct could be built in Type V construction (wood-framing).

Option 1: Lower Density, Detached 2- and 3-Story Buildings
This scenario shows a pattern with detached and semi-detached buildings
on individual parcels facing 4th and 5th Avenues, Mill and High Streets.
The net residential density is in range of 12-24 dwellings per acre.
Individual dwellings could have private outdoor yards and individual
garages, accessed from side drives or rear alleys.

Option 2: Medium Density. Row-houses and 2- and 3-Story Buildings
This scenario shows a slightly denser pattern with rowhouses creating
continuous street frontages. Tuck-under parking is shown and all garages
are accessed from parking courts or alleys and on the opposite side of the
dwelling from porches and entries on the streets. Net residential densities
in the range of 24-36 dwellings per acre are possible.

Option 3: Higher Density, Stacked 3- and 4-Story Buildings
This scenario shows a higher density with 3- and 4-story, walk-up stacked
flats or townhouses. Parking is shown in garages partially below-grade,
under mid-block courtyards. Net residential densities in the range of 36-48
dwellings per acre are possible.
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Redevelopment Options: Central Blocks
A variety of different redevelopment scenarios can be accommodated on the Central Blocks. These diagrams
show a range of building types, heights and block divisions. The subdivision of blocks into smaller parcels
reduces the likelihood of a single-character neighborhood and creates opportunities for diversity. In all four
scenarios, Restaurant Row remains the same.

Option 1: Lower Density Mixed-Use, Multiple Parcels per Block
This scenario shows 60’ (4- and 5-story) buildings facing Riverfront Street
and lower townhouses facing the secondary streets and Railroad Street.
The taller buildings facing the river would contain residential units above
ground-floor retail or professional office uses. Parking is accessed from
a mid-block lane and car court. Net residential densities in the range of
60-75 dwellings per acre are possible.

Option 2: Medium Density Mixed-Use, Multiple Parcels per Block
This scenario shows 80’ (6- and 7-story) buildings facing Riverfront
Street and lower stacked flats or townhouses facing the cross streets and
Railroad Street. The taller buildings could contain residential units on their
upper floors over ground-floor retail, live-work, or professional office uses.
Parking is accessed from a mid-block lane. Net residential densities in the
range of 75-100 dwellings per acre are possible.

Option 3: Higher Density Mixed-Use, Whole-Block Parcels
This scenario shows a single parcel for the central block with the
maximum residential development with stacked flats arranged around
a U-shaped courtyard facing the river. A two-level parking garage is
located beneath the courtyard with access from the side streets or rear.
The ground-floor facing Riverfront Street could contain retail, live-work
or professional offices. Net residential densities in the range of 100-125
dwellings per acre are possible.

Option 4: Highest Density, Multiple Parcels
This scenario shows a 120’ building located at the west corner of the
central block. The buildings facing Riverfront Street are 80’ high, with a
required step-back at 60’, with 6 levels of residential over a retail/live-work
base served by a mid-block alley. The tower has an 8,000sf floor plate with
6 to 8 units per floor. It would require a two-level parking podium, lined
with townhouses facing Railroad Street. Net residential densities in the
range of 100-150 dwellings per acre are possible.
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TUCK-UNDER PARKING WITH
PRIVATE GARAGES

PARTIAL BELOW-GRADE
PARKING IN PODIUM GARAGE
BENEATH BUILDINGS AND
COURTYARD

TWO-LEVEL PARKING ON GRADE
WITH LINER USES FACING THE
STREET WHERE REQUIRED

Parking Strategies & Building Types
With the exception of six or fewer spaces for

on the ground level when facing a sidewalk. The

ADA and convenience access, new surface

exception to this requirement is along Railroad

parking is not an allowable use on the riverfront

Street, where private and shared garage access

site. The sections above show a range of

may face the railroad corridor.

parking options for various types of residential
redevelopment. They range from townhouses
with private garages to shared parking courts to
structured parking.

The form-based approach to development
guidelines allows for a variety of building types
to be built on the riverfront site. The drawings on
the right indicate some of the possible building

All parking should be hidden from view from the

types that could be allowed. The diagrams show

sidewalk. Surface parking in front of buildings

how buildings can be arranged to fit a range

is not permitted. Multi-story parking garages

of parcel sizes, from narrow lots to wider lots,

should have liner uses (office, commercial, etc.)

and how a diversity of housing types can be
accommodated.
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Stacked Walk-up Flats
Double-width Lot, 3 stories high

Stacked Walk-up Flats
Narrow Lot, 3 stories high

Tandem Housing
Narrow Lot, 3 stories high

Courtyard Housing
Surface Parking, 3 stories high

Courtyard Housing
Garage Parking, 3 stories high

Tandem Housing
Wide Lot, 3 stories high

Mid-block Lane
Townhouses, 3 stories high

Stacked Skip-stop units over podium
Garage, 5 stories high

Stacked Live/Work Lofts
5 stories high

Stacked Flats over Podium Garage
(4 over 1), 5 stories high

Stacked Flats over Retail,
Corner Lot, 5 stories high

Stacked Flats over Retail
Corner Lot, 5 stories high
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Use Scenarios
Flexibility, openness to creativity, and a focus on

also present 100,000sf of office space for re-use

positive, achievable outcomes were important

if the utility’s administration is not located there.

to the development of this master plan. To

For some buildings, there will be significant costs

ensure that the design proposal would be both

and complications associated with adaptive

resilient and flexible, a series of use scenarios

re-use. Other buildings may be able to be re-used

were developed. The purpose of this work

relatively easily. Re-use of existing buildings

was to test a series of feasible outcomes to

has an added value of maintaining a physical

demonstrate that the established framework

connection to the site’s industrial history.

could accommodate many futures. Five different
use scenarios were explored during the design

Housing Focus

phase (see Appendix, Preliminary Development

A redevelopment scenario focused on housing

Program Memo). Each scenario included a

would use the EWEB site to create a significant

description of the overall development approach

opportunity to live downtown. The master plan

and character, and key considerations if a

could accommodate a wide variety of housing

particular use were to become a focus on the

types so as to attract a diverse population of

riverfront site.

residents. Such a combination not only creates
good urban diversity, but it helps make projects

The public involvement process demonstrated

more economically feasible by allowing a

and documented clear support for activity and

developer to target distinct market segments

public amenities along the riverfront, multiple

simultaneously, which often enables project to

means of public access, new open space,

be completed more quickly. Equally important,

and a desire for the city to meet the river.

the housing should be clustered to create a good

These qualities should be included as the

neighborhood. Housing options should cover all

redevelopment of the site moves forward. Any

market segments including students, seniors,

redevelopment will need to be consistent with the

small families, renters, owners, and others

project’s Guiding Principles and the Riverfront

and be accessible to a wide range of incomes.

Criteria in the Downtown Plan.

Convenience retail and walkable amenities like a
nearby grocery and corner convenience stores

Adaptive Re-Use

complement these uses, and would fill an existing

In an adaptive re-use scenario, existing

need in the Downtown Area.

structures would be rehabilitated to
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accommodate new uses. The Steam Plant could

Civic Center

be rehabilitated and converted into housing,

A Civic Center use scenario would transform the

art space, an institution or a brewpub. The

EWEB site into a district anchored by civic uses.

bow-trussed Operations Warehouse has a

This theme has been somewhat established

variety of adaptive re-uses such as a grocery

by EWEB’s presence in the Administration

store, a public market, restaurant, museum,

Buildings and the nearby Federal Courthouse.

wellness center, or other retail/commercial

City Hall could be located on the site, and parcels

entities. The EWEB Headquarters buildings

adjacent to the EWEB Headquarters are of a size
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compatible with office uses. Other parts of the
site could focus on education and institutional
uses. It is also advisable to include one or more
cultural facilities to maintain vitality among public
uses. A civic center would also include the
proposed riverfront open space, with a focus on
integrating history and art with public amenities.
New Industry District
A New Industry District anticipates a significant
employment component that capitalizes on
the site’s industrial heritage. This use scenario
would both have physical components (the
actual buildings and users) and non-physical
components (the identity of the site). By
creating a unique brand, the site could become
a destination for employers that represent
sustainable industries. This scenario might
include workshop space in existing buildings,
corporate headquarters for a sustainable
industry, incubator space for entrepreneurs, and
education space.
Mixed-Use Neighborhood
Given the diversity of uses and desires for the
riverfront property, the site could develop as
a true mixed-use neighborhood with layers of
vibrant, supporting uses and no particular use
dominating the others. To establish a successful
mixed-use neighborhood, supporting uses
Housing plays a significant role in the health and
resilience of city centers. The riverfront location,
beautiful views and associated public paths are just
a few of the characteristics that make the EWEB
property a desirable place to live in Downtown
Eugene. Though some progress has been made
since 2004, the diagram above illustrates the housing
void that currently exists in our city center and clearly
identifies an opportunity for improvement.

are combined in a strategic combination that
allows for the creation of a walkable, resilient
community. Certain portions of the site might
have a particular focus on retail, residential or
institutional, but overall, there would be a broad
balance of uses. The uses allowed in Restaurant
Row, for example, already create a strong base
for a mixed-use redevelopment focus. Likely
uses in this mix would include housing, retail,
office, adaptive reuse and supporting public
open space.
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Due to its length, the master
plan Appendix is bound as a
separate document.
The contents of the Appendix
are listed here.

EWEB Riverfront
Master Plan Appendix
Guiding Principles

Public Involvement

2007 Memorandum of Understanding

•
•
•
•
•

Ecological Assessment & Design Report
Project Memorandum

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordinary High Water Mark
Willamette River Existing Conditions
Riverfront Permitting Outline
Economic Sustainability
Preliminary Development Program
Implementation and Funding Options
City Traffic Engineer Evaluation
District Energy Loop Feasibility Study

Public Engagement Plan
Phase 1 Interview Summary
Public Meeting Summaries (4)
Design Charrette Summary
Print Media Coverage

Stormwater Analysis
Native Plant Communities
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More information about this master plan is
available online at www.eugeneriverfront.com

Thank you to all the members of the community who participated in and guided this master planning process.

